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Story and Philosophy
Story and Philosophy

I’M VALERIA AND THIS IS MY STORY, THE STORY OF FAST AND LIGHT. 
THE ORIGINAL FAST & LIGHT MOUNTAIN CLOTHING - SINCE 1989

I am Valeria, I was born and raised in Bormio in the Alps; when I was a child I dreamed 
of designing clothes, but, unlike my friends, designing them for dolls was never a sour-
ce of satisfaction for me.
I was a young athlete, my favorite sport was ski mountaineering, but such an expensive 
sport was not within my reach, so I turned to cross-country skiing.
While practicing it, I learned the values that this sport transmits; dedication, sacrifice, 
determination, and I also made lots of friends among the people I used to train with.
I managed to win the Italian Junior Championships, one of my proudest accomplish-
ments! After this win, I had to make a difficult choice.
Should I continue achieving sporting successes as a skier, or should I follow my path as 
a sportswear designer?
Well, if I’m here to tell you about it, it’s because I chose the latter.
At 20 I opened my own boutique in the old town of Bormio. My first customers were 
my friends: elite athletes of any mountain sports, such as Deborah Compagnoni and 
Alberto Tomba, came to me with particular and customized needs.

Among the athletes with whom I collaborated, two presented me a unique challen-
ge. In those years the first races in the mountain were born: ski touring in winter and 
skyrunning in summer, but it didn’t exist any kind of clothing suitable for these new 
disciplines.
These athletes were Fabio Meraldi and Adriano Greco, the true pioneers in the fast 
disciplines in mountain.

Together with them I designed and created the technical solutions needed to run these 
extreme races. The first ski touring and ski running suit were born in this way.

Here is where the true Crazy turning point comes from!
Taking notes from the innovations born by the needs of the ski touring and skyrunning 
athletes I started creating new products for those that want to live the mountain every 
day.
I focused on functionality and comfort: essential items, built and thought for a specific 
usage, items for everybody don’t exist.

Learning by the race world that I have known closely, I have removed what was su-
perfluous, reduced to the essential the weight and the width of any of my products to 
allow my customers to live the mountain in an effective way with speed and lightness, 
a Fast&Light approach. 

Hours of designing, cutting fabrics, trying to imagine myself in the moment in which I 
could present my collections at International Fairs, or in a catalog that would be distri-
buted all over the world, displayed in the most prestigious sporting goods stores... the 
dream of a girl became reality, I made it thanks to those who believed in me!

When I was training or competing I lived personally the limits of the traditional moun-
tain clothing: I always suffered from the cold, the suits were inappropriate, uncomfor-
table, too loose or too tight, the humidity got into my bones and remained stuck on me 
until I could take a shower, it was a tragedy!
I decided to totally change the standards, my goal was to create something functional, 
comfortable and, above all, to move the attention towards the style and the beauty 
produced, something that no company considered important, for no apparent reason.
I began to use unprecedented prints and colors for the mountain world of that time; 
you have to know that even today the mountain clothing are black or gray, while creati-
vity and trend were reserved only for the world of fashion.

But who said that mountain clothing should look sad?

Specialization is needed, competence and clear choices are needed; only in this way, 
do the mountain and mountaineering enthusiasts know what to wear: they’re happy 
because they feel I have created something specific for them.

Be Crazy, be Fast & light, without compromises. 

The Fast & light inventor
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Collection Philosophy

TRADITIONAL MOUNTAIN CLOTHING VS FAST AND LIGHT MOUNTAIN CLOTHING
The Fast & Light spirit represents a complete revolution in the way we go to the mountains
The strong points of this philosophy are:
- Effectiveness in the mountains
- Not bringing anything more than what you need
- Not carrying anything heavy and bulky

This started with a revolution in the world of clothing, which was followed by a revolution in the world of accessories. In short, Fast & Light apparels are desi-
gned to make it possible to move effectively and reduce weight and volume to the maximum, removing any superfluous elements.
The transition was from big heavy jackets full of pockets and heavy fleece and wool, to light clothing with athletic fit made with technical fabrics.
In 1989,Crazy was the first to invent the Fast & Light philosophy for those who want to move in the mountains safely and fast. From Valeria’s racing world expe-
rience, the need arose to create apparels suitable for the different situations that the mountain presents.

But what differentiates Fast & Light clothing from traditional clothing?
In short, we will explain it right away!
Mainly: FAST And LIGHT clothing is the opposite of traditional clothing
And here’s why:

FABRICS

FIT

BODY MAPPING

TECHNICAL ATTRIBUTES

VOLUME

STYLE
FAST AND LIGHT CLOTHINGFAST AND LIGHT CLOTHINGFAST AND LIGHT CLOTHING

FAST AND LIGHT CLOTHINGFAST AND LIGHT CLOTHINGFAST AND LIGHT CLOTHINGTRADITIONAL TRADITIONAL 
CLOTHINGCLOTHING

TRADITIONAL TRADITIONAL 
CLOTHINGCLOTHING

TRADITIONAL TRADITIONAL 
CLOTHINGCLOTHING

TRADITIONAL TRADITIONAL 
CLOTHINGCLOTHING

TRADITIONAL TRADITIONAL 
CLOTHINGCLOTHING

TRADITIONAL TRADITIONAL 
CLOTHINGCLOTHING

• Before the advent of new 
technologies, the only way to 
make warm clothes was to use 
bulky and heavy fabrics. Even 
today, traditional companies 
use these types of fabrics that 
continue to give the impression 
of being warm

• Traditional apparels try to fit 
everyone

• Only one generic fabric is 
used for the whole apparel, 
without taking into account 
that different body parts have 
different needs

• Traditional apparels include 
as many technical attributes as 
possible (pockets, zips, ho-
ods) in order to be potentially 
suitable for any type of activity 
and situation.

• Apparels made with old-fa-
shioned fabrics are very volumi-
nous, thus limiting movement 
and unnecessarily increasing 
bulk

• Mountain clothing looks 
serious and is black or dull in 
color. The design hasn’t chan-
ged for decades.

• The latest generation fabrics 
used for Fast & Light apparels 
allow them to maintain the 
same thermal characteristics, 
while drastically reducing the 
bulk and the weight. These 
fabrics are lightweight and 
breathable, thus allowing free 
movement.

• We avoid compromises to 
guarantee to our clients that 
have an athletic fit the best 
possible solution

• After mapping and studying 
the needs of each body part, 
we use different fabrics for 
the same apparel in order to 
satisfy the need for warmth, 
elasticity and breathability of 
the different areas of the body.

• Each one of our products is 
designed with a specific desti-
nation in mind. For this reason, 
we only add the fundamental 
technical attributes for each 
specific activity, still in order to 
reduce weight and bulk

• Minimizing bulk is a top prio-
rity. Through the use of athletic 
fit and elastic fabrics, we offer 
maximum comfort.

• Fast & Light apparels are 
designed to stand out in the 
mountains. They are colorful 
and trendy.
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Collection Philosophy

CRAZY COLLECTION PHILOSOPHY 
With three moves we help you advising your customer. 
No more wasting of time and stop to the long discussions

How many times did it happen to speak in your shop with someone that believe to be more prepared than you are, because he informs himself on Internet, ask for 
advices to the “expert” friend or to the “informed” cousin?
It is bad when it happens, it means that he doesn’t have trust on your professionality, but there is a solution. From today onwards Crazy supports you, helps you and 
facilitates your job, but especially it gives you a fundamental assist to advise your customers.
The collection philosophy is a procedure that doesn’t leave room for any doubts. With the classification of all the garments involved in the philosophy, there won’t 
be any duplications. Every item has a very specific usage, it would be enough to listen to the customers, to understand their needs and to pull a rabbit out of a hat 
by proposing the perfect item for them. 
Your actions and your professionality will be supported by Crazy in an easy and clear way. From today, all the garments that are part of the collection will be classified 
in 3 main categories based on their usage. Moreover, every product will belong to one of the 4 subcategories based on the most important feature of their design. 

Here is the CRAZY COLLECTION PHILOSOPHY:

HIGH MOUNTAIN  
Items engineered for high mountain activities, with or without skis. Whether 
it’s mountaineering or high-altitude ski touring, these products provide the 
protection and features you need to tackle these extreme environments.

TREKKING
Garments designed with specific features for trekking and hiking, where you 
need enhanced protection and breathability

ACTIVE 
Items designed for winter activities that don’t require specific technical featu-
res. For this reason we make no compromises on comfort.



Collection Philosophy

CLEAN
Products with an essential look and a 

clean style, without frills.

In order to explain better at a first glance the features of the garments, 3 further categories of technical features are added, all of these features can be found in the items pre-
sented in the collection philosophy:

TECHNICAL
Technical items, with arrangements and 
specific details for the activity for which 

they have been studied.

PERFORMANCE
Garments studied for the 

training or for high intensity 
activities.
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ACTIVE

TREKKING

HIGH MOUNTAIN

T-SHIRT MAN

T-SHIRT ACCELERATION 

Performance

T-SHIRT VIPER

Technical

T-SHIRT LEGEND

Technical

T-SHIRT RESOLUTION  
Clean

T-SHIRT LOGO
Clean

Overview

T-shirt for outdoor activities 
with an essential look, made 
of a technical fabric and 

construction..

The most iconic Crazy t-shirt, 
perfect for trekking thanks 
to the elaborate design of 

differentiated fabrics following 
the body mapping.

The most suitable t-shirt 
for the performance 

activities thanks to its 
athletic fit and to the 
incredibly breathable 

fabric.

T-Shirt studied for the most 
demanding trekking, it is 

made of differentiated fabrics, 
it has a protection on the 
shoulders for the backpack.

A perfect Crazy style 
T-shirt, made of a soft 
fabric, all over printed.
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MID LAYER MAN
Overview

PULL DIRECTOR LIGHT

Clean

PULL PEGASUS 

Performance

PULL NEUTRON LIGHT

Technical

PULL RESOLUTION LIGHT
Clean

PULL ACCELERATION
Performance

ACTIVE

HIGH MOUNTAIN

TREKKING

An extremely light and 
technical mid layer. 
Perfect as the second 
layer even in extreme 

conditions.

A pure Fast&Light 
concept. It is developed 

to enhance the 
performance ensuring 
a good protection and 

breathability.

Made according to 
the most iconic Crazy 
design, the Resolution 
is perfect for any 
type of trekking.

Super light active mid 
layer with a front zipper 
opening and two closed 

pockets.

An essential mid layer, 
without pockets or zippers, 

made of a comfortable 
technical fabric with a 

clear design.
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JKT MAN

Overview

TREKKING

HIGH MOUNTAIN

JKT ACCELERATION 

Performance

JKT BOOSTED PROOF MAN

Technical

JKT AVENGER LIGHT

Technical

VEST AVENGER LIGHT

Technical

JKT FLY MAN
Performance

2,75 layer waterproof shell, 
light and completely elastic. 

It is made to enhance the best 
movement in any conditions. 
 

The hybrid design optimizes the 
weight and thermal properties, making 

this jacket a perfect item to go 
mountaineering in Summer. It is light 
and breathable, but it provides more 
heat in the most important parts of 

the body.

A protective layer for 
training in the mountain.

With just 45 g, it is the 
lightest windproof jacket 
in the world, packable in 
minimum volume. A perfect 
emergency item to always 

have with you..

A vest designed as 
a protective layer 
during the intense 

activities. Light and 
completely windproof.
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Overview
SHORT MAN

ACTIVE

SHORT PEGASUS

Technical

SHORT SUPER
Clean

SHORT RESOLUTION

Technical

SHORT ACCELERATION

Clean

TREKKING

Shorts for the 
mountain with an 

essential and modern 
design.

Shorts originating from the iconic 
Resolution line. It has a rich 

design, with 4 zipper pockets and 
an open waist.

High performance shorts with an 
aggressive look. A true Fast&Light 
icon thanks to the athletic fit 
and the entirely elastic fabric.

All over printed shorts with 
a Crazy look. The fabric is 
incredibly comfortable and 

elastic.
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Overview

ACTIVE

HIGH MOUNTAIN

TREKKING

PANT MAN

PANT ACCELERATION LIGHT
performance

PANT VIPER LIGHT
technical

PANT RESOLUTION LIGHT
clean

PANT SUPER LIGHT
clean

Complete trekking 
pants, more 

protective and 
detailed. 

A performance oriented Fast 
and light concept. It united 

protection and comfort even in 
high intensity activities.

Pant from the iconic Resolution 
line. A perfect solution for the 

Fast&Light trekking.

Made of an all over printed 
denim fabric, elastic and 

comfortable at any occasion.
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Overview
TOP WOMAN

TOP SHINY

clean

TOP BREAK
clean

TOP SIRIO

technical

ACTIVE

HIGH MOUNTAIN

TREKKING

The most technical top, 
athletic fitting with 
a wide shoulder strap 

suitable for the backpack.

A more protective 
trekking solution

thanks to the double 
layer fabric.

Essential and stylish 
mountain top.
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Overview

T-SHIRT WOMAN

ACTIVE

TREKKING

HIGH MOUNTAIN

T-SHIRT OXYGEN
Performance

T-SHIRT MOUNTAIN FLASH
technical

T-SHIRT INSTINCT
clean

T-SHIRT EXIT

technical

T-SHIRT IONIC

clean

A perfect Crazy style 
T-shirt, made of a soft 

technical all over printed 
fabric.

An extremely technical trekking 
solution, elastic, breathable and 

all over printed.

A true Crazy icon for the 
Fast&Light trekking thanks 

to its athletic fit and a high 
performance fabric.

An active t-shirt with a 
casual and pure look, but with 
a technical and breathable 

fabric.  

The most suitable high 
performance t-shirt for the most 
extreme conditions thanks to its 
elaborate structure, athletic fit 
and incredibly breathable fabric.
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Overview
MID LAYER WOMAN

PULL DIXY 

clean

PULL IONIC LIGHT
clean

PULL EXIT
Technical

PULL OXYGEN
Performance

ACTIVE

HIGH MOUNTAIN

TREKKING

An extremely light and 
technical mid layer. It is a 
performance oriented product, 
designed even for extreme 

conditions.

An icon of our collection. 
A perfect trekking 

pullover thanks to its 
protective and breathable 

fabric.

An essential Crazy 
pullover, made of a 
light and elastic all 
over printed fabric.

A very light active 
mid layer with an 

essential look.
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Overview

JKT WOMAN

TREKKING

HIGH MOUNTAIN

JKT BOOSTED PROOF WOMAN
Technical

JKT OXYGEN
Performance

JKT FLY WOMAN

Performance

JKT WOODSTOCK

Clean

VEST ALPINSTAR LIGHT
Technical

"2,75 layer waterproof shell, light 
and completely elastic. It is made 
to enhance the best movement in 

any conditions.

"The hybrid design optimizes the 
weight and thermal properties, 

making this jacket a perfect item 
to go mountaineering in Summer. 
It is light and breathable, but it 
provides more heat in the most 
important parts of the body.

"With just 40 g, it is the 
lightest windproof jacket 
in the world, packable in 
minimum volume. A perfect 
emergency item to always 

have with you.

A vest designed to 
protect from the wind and 
moderate heat. Perfect as 
a protective item for high 

intensity activities.

An essential waterproof 
shell with a Crazy look, 

all over printed.
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Overview
SHORT WOMAN

SHORT WONDER MAGIC

Clean

SHORT INSTINCT

Clean

SHORT EXIT

Technical

SKORT EXIT

Clean

SKORT HIDROGEN
Technical

MID SHORT EXIT
Technical

SHORT ALPINSTAR
Technical

ACTIVE

TREKKING

The most protective 
and elaborate 

shorts, perfect for 
trekking thanks to 
its technical fabric, 
zipped pockets and 

open waistband.

A Fast&Light 
skort thanks to its 
extremely elastic 
fabric and the 

performance oriented 
design.

Exit mid shorts 
protect your knees 

thanks to its special 
length.

An essential looking 
skort. Perfect for 

the mountains thanks 
to its technical and 

versatile fabric.

Perfect shorts for 
everyday activities 
in the mountains. A 
key player of the 
Crazy collection!

Our shortest shorts 
of a stylish and pure 
look. The technical 
and elastic fabric 
provides comfort in 

any situation.

The most iconic 
Crazy shorts. The 

essential design with 
no pockets or zippers 
makes no compromise 

with comfort.
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Overview

PANT WOMAN

ACTIVE

TREKKING

HIGH MOUNTAIN

PANT OXYGEN LIGHT
performance

PANT ALPINSTAR LIGHT
technical

PANT WONDER MAGIC LIGHT
Clean

PANT STYLE
Clean

PANT IONIC LIGHT

Technical

PANT EXIT LIGHT

Clean

"A performance oriented Fast 
and light concept. It united 

protection and comfort even in 
high intensity activities.

Technical pants. It provides 
all the necessary features 

and protection in the 
extreme mountain conditions.

The latest arrival of 
the legendary Ionic line. 
Technical and protective 

trekking pants.

Our most essential 
lightest  trekking 

pants.

Essential Pants, made of an 
elastic fabricto comfort you 

in any situation.

Special looking Active 
Pants. Its technical fabric 
is all over denim printed.
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Color Story

COLOR STORY
 
The colors of my collection, a creation for you and for your customers!
I’m Valeria,  
I continue drawing, and what inspires me the most is the fact of thinking how  to make your customers even happier.  

One of the things that I frequently hear from my colleagues, after having visited lots of shops all over Europe displaying my creations, is that the 
majority of your customers passionately say: 
- “What has Crazy prepared for us for this season?”

Knowing that most of your excited clients can’t wait to discover my collection in your store, gives me a great feeling of satisfaction and incredible 
fulfillment.   
My work is exactly the same as of an artist or a sculptor: I make creations following my artistic flair, following my dreams. Coloring a clothing col-
lection is like painting on a white canvas. 
 
The item yet in my mind, I imagine it already worn by mountain lovers, so it gets shaped and transforms from something technical into something 
incredible, smart and colorful, something that makes every step and every meeting happier and more enjoyable.  

Creating a garment has a double meaning: first I think about its usage and all the technical details to match all the requirements of those who will 
wear it in the mountains, then I get to think about colors. Initially just one, then all the others, in order to achieve the result I had in my mind. 

5 color story for men and 5 for women, each of them represents something special – the mood, memories or a moment imprinted in my mind. 
However, each of them expresses my vision of the beauty and style which are very different from what is usually offered by other brands. 

…be Crazy!

Crazy founder and stylist
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T-SHIRT LOGO T-SHIRT LEGEND T-SHIRT LEGEND T-SHIRT VIPER T-SHIRT RESOLUTION

PULL DIRECTOR LIGHT PULL PEGASUS PULL RESOLUTION LIGHT PULL RESOLUTION LIGHT PULL NEUTRON LIGHT

SHORT PEGASUS SHORT SUPER SHORT RESOLUTION SHORT ACCELERATION PANT SUPER LIGHT 

09 SULFUR

09 SULFUR

Every year lawns first become emerald green 
and then, even more intensely, they turn yellow 
with the explosion of dandelions. Thousands of 
golden buds that perpetuate till autumn. They 
are the flowers of life, as beautiful as important 
for the life of bees. I matched this spring color to 
the blue of the night and it is the combination I 
particularly like.



T-SHIRT ACCELERATION 

PULL ACCELERATION VEST AVENGER LIGHT JKT AVENGER LIGHT JKT ACCELERATION JKT ULTRALIGHT JKT BOOSTED PROOF 

PANT RESOLUTION LIGHT PANT VIPER LIGHT PANT ACCELERATION LIGHT 

09 SULFUR



62 ENERGY

62 ENERGY

Energy is constant. I like rocking colors, that 
boldly show up, that call for the summer with 
arrogance.  The sun this morning showed me 
the power of the late spring, the lawn colors 
in the deep valley, which contrast to the ever 
darker forests, but in the high, there is still snow 
reflecting the blue of the sky. Energy is the 
inversion of all this.  

T-SHIRT LOGO T-SHIRT LEGEND T-SHIRT VIPER T-SHIRT RESOLUTION T-SHIRT ACCELERATION 

PULL DIRECTOR LIGHT PULL PEGASUS PULL RESOLUTION LIGHT PULL NEUTRON LIGHT PULL ACCELERATION 

SHORT PEGASUS SHORT SUPER SHORT RESOLUTION SHORT ACCELERATION PANT SUPER LIGHT 



62 ENERGY

VEST AVENGER LIGHT JKT AVENGER LIGHT JKT ACCELERATION JKT ULTRALIGHT JKT BOOSTED PROOF 

PANT RESOLUTION LIGHT PANT VIPER LIGHT PANT ACCELERATION LIGHT 

PULL ACCELERATION 



93 LIKEN

93 LIKEN

I feel the need to break out for at least a couple 
of hours. I go out and go up, up and up again, 
reaching the high mountains. The spring colors 
bravely peek out  and push away the last snow. 
The rocks are covered with moss and lichen 
which rigorously soak up the grey shades of 
winter. Like on the artist’s palette our valleys 
finally absorb the summer colors, and I take 
photos of these colors, I get inspired from them. 
This what I have to do: sprinkle them on the 
most technical cloth!

T-SHIRT LOGO T-SHIRT LEGEND T-SHIRT LEGEND T-SHIRT VIPER T-SHIRT RESOLUTION 

PULL DIRECTOR LIGHT PULL PEGASUS PULL RESOLUTION LIGHT PULL RESOLUTION LIGHT PULL NEUTRON LIGHT 

SHORT PEGASUS SHORT SUPER SHORT RESOLUTION SHORT RESOLUTION SHORT ACCELERATION 



T-SHIRT ACCELERATION 

PULL ACCELERATION 

93 LIKEN

VEST AVENGER LIGHT JKT AVENGER LIGHT JKT ACCELERATION JKT ULTRALIGHT JKT BOOSTED PROOF 

PANT RESOLUTION LIGHT PANT RESOLUTION LIGHT PANT VIPER LIGHT PANT ACCELERATION LIGHT 

T-SHIRT ACCELERATION 

PANT SUPER LIGHT 



94 VENTO

94 VENTO

The power of the wind sweeps the mountains 
and runs into the valleys. The air becomes clear, 
the sun turns from dark into red, the blue skies 
get less brilliant, the deep valley becomes darker 
and everything is ready for another summer 
night. You can only appreciate such moments if 
you live in the mountains,  feeling the wind on 
your skin, like  “real mountain people”.

T-SHIRT LOGO T-SHIRT LOGO T-SHIRT LEGEND T-SHIRT LEGEND T-SHIRT LEGEND 

PULL DIRECTOR LIGHT PULL PEGASUS PULL RESOLUTION LIGHT PULL NEUTRON LIGHT PULL ACCELERATION 

SHORT PEGASUS SHORT PEGASUS SHORT SUPER SHORT RESOLUTION SHORT RESOLUTION 



T-SHIRT VIPER T-SHIRT RESOLUTION T-SHIRT RESOLUTION 

94 VENTO 

VEST AVENGER LIGHT JKT AVENGER LIGHT JKT ACCELERATION JKT ULTRALIGHT JKT BOOSTED PROOF 

PANT RESOLUTION LIGHT PANT VIPER LIGHT PANT VIPER LIGHT PANT ACCELERATION LIGHT 

T-SHIRT ACCELERATION 

PANT SUPER LIGHT SHORT ACCELERATION 



96 CARAM
ELLO 

96 CARAMELLO

Boom! Have you ever seen a similar combination 
in the “ordinary” world of colors for the 
mountains? I know you can’t wait to discover 
the colors I offer in every collection, but I’m sure 
you couldn’t even expect this one. Caramello, 
ever heard about it? If your customers ask you 
about anything special, here we are, done! At 
times I make it the main color, in other cases I 
integrated it barely visible, between   the colors 
of Vento, Avio and Blue. Discover in which 
models I applied white zippers. 

T-SHIRT LOGO T-SHIRT LEGEND T-SHIRT LEGEND T-SHIRT VIPER T-SHIRT RESOLUTION 

PULL DIRECTOR LIGHT PULL PEGASUS PULL RESOLUTION LIGHT PULL RESOLUTION LIGHT PULL NEUTRON LIGHT 

SHORT PEGASUS SHORT SUPER SHORT RESOLUTION SHORT RESOLUTION SHORT ACCELERATION 



T-SHIRT ACCELERATION 

PULL ACCELERATION 

96 CARAM
ELLO 

VEST AVENGER LIGHT JKT AVENGER LIGHT JKT ACCELERATION JKT ULTRALIGHT JKT BOOSTED PROOF 

PANT RESOLUTION LIGHT PANT RESOLUTION LIGHT PANT VIPER LIGHT PANT ACCELERATION LIGHT PANT SUPER LIGHT 



TOP SHINY TOP SHINY TOP BREAKTOP BREAK TOP SIRIO

PULL EXIT PULL IONIC LIGHT PULL IONIC LIGHT

44 LAM
BADA

44 LAMBADA

The explosion of joy! The lilac, lambada and 
white get together or alternatively get backed 
by the black to create a color spot which recalls 
the gaudy flowers from the mountain lawns. 
The pleasure to wear something fresh like this 
in order to spread positive vibes and glow. The 
beauty of being joyful. 

SHORT INSTINCT SHORT WONDER MAGIC

TOP SIRIO T-SHIRT INSTINCT

PULL DIXY

SHORT EXIT SHORT ALPINSTAR MID SHORT EXITSKORT HIDROGENSKORT EXIT

PULL DIXY PULL OXYGEN



JKT BOOSTED PROOFJKT OXYGEN

T-SHIRT INSTINCT T-SHIRT EXIT T-SHIRT EXIT T-SHIRT IONIC

JKT WOODSTOCK LIGHT JKT WOODSTOCK LIGHT

PANT STYLE PANT WONDER MAGIC LIGHT PANT EXIT LIGHT PANT IONIC LIGHT PANT ALPINSTAR LIGHTPANT ALPINSTAR LIGHT PANT OXYGEN LIGHTPANT OXYGEN LIGHT

44 LAM
BADA

33

T-SHIRT MOUNTAIN FLASH

VEST ALPINSTAR LIGHT

T-SHIRT OXYGEN

JKT OXYGENJKT ULTRALIGHT



62 ENERGY

62 ENERGY

It is always a great challenge to manage and 
match loud  colors, almost flashy, but I have 
always been fascinated by challenges which 
charge me in the proper way.  I’ve decided that 
this neon yellow, almost blinding, will match 
with a blue background, pinch of turquoise and 
white details. I called this color story Energy 
because it delivers the power of colors. A day 
without energy or power is a waste of time.  

TOP SHINYTOP SHINY TOP BREAK TOP SIRIO T-SHIRT INSTINCT

PULL DIXY PULL EXIT PULL IONIC LIGHT PULL OXYGEN

SHORT EXIT SHORT ALPINSTAR SKORT EXIT SKORT HIDROGEN SHORT WONDER MAGIC SHORT INSTINCT

VEST ALPINSTAR LIGHT



62 ENERGY

T-SHIRT EXIT T-SHIRT IONIC T-SHIRT OXYGEN

JKT WOODSTOCK LIGHT JKT OXYGEN JKT OXYGEN JKT ULTRALIGHT JKT BOOSTED PROOF

PANT STYLE PANT WONDER MAGIC LIGHT PANT EXIT LIGHT PANT IONIC LIGHT PANT ALPINSTAR LIGHT PANT OXYGEN LIGHT 

T-SHIRT MOUNTAIN FLASHT-SHIRT INSTINCT

MID SHORT EXIT 



63 POP

63 POP

Blossom, pink and lilac, matched with black 
give the psychedelic power to a color story 
I’m particularly in love with, which is the most 
representative of the female world, to my mind. 
The pink has always been associated with the 
colors of childhood, but today it gets sometimes 
related to the  protest movements. Setting 
together more pink shades is a challenge which 
captivates me a lot.  Do you like it? I think I’ve 
managed to do a good job. 

TOP SHINY TOP SHINY TOP SIRIO T-SHIRT INSTINCT T-SHIRT INSTINCT

PULL IONIC LIGHT PULL IONIC LIGHT

SHORT EXIT SHORT ALPINSTAR SKORT EXIT SKORT HIDROGEN

PULL OXYGEN

SHORT INSTINCTSHORT INSTINCT SHORT WONDER MAGIC

PULL DIXY PULL EXIT



T-SHIRT MOUNTAIN FLASH T-SHIRT EXIT

JKT WOODSTOCK LIGHTPULL OXYGEN VEST ALPINSTAR LIGHT

63 POP

T-SHIRT IONICT-SHIRT IONIC T-SHIRT OXYGEN

JKT OXYGEN

PANT STYLE PANT WONDER MAGIC LIGHT PANT EXIT LIGHT PANT IONIC LIGHT PANT ALPINSTAR LIGHT PANT OXYGEN LIGHT

JKT ULTRALIGHT JKT BOOSTED PROOF

MID SHORT EXIT



92 FROZEN

92 FROZEN

Frozen, the Ice world of Disney is a color of 
streams that flow down the glaciers on hot 
summer days, as I perceive it. I added the 
light pink to the ice light green with the strong 
contrast of the black, a very powerful mixture 
with a great impact, confident and of great 
character. The print I used here is mandala, a 
spiritual and ritual symbol representing the 
universe. TOP SHINY TOP SHINY TOP BREAK TOP BREAK TOP SIRIO TOP SIRIO

PULL DIXY PULL DIXY PULL EXIT PULL IONIC LIGHT PULL IONIC LIGHT

SHORT EXIT SKORT EXITSHORT ALPINSTAR

T-SHIRT INSTINCT

SHORT INSTINCT SHORT WONDER MAGIC

PULL OXYGEN

SKORT HIDROGEN MID SHORT EXIT



T-SHIRT INSTINCT

92 FROZEN

T-SHIRT EXIT T-SHIRT EXIT T-SHIRT IONIC T-SHIRT IONIC T-SHIRT OXYGEN

JKT WOODSTOCK LIGHT JKT WOODSTOCK LIGHT JKT OXYGEN JKT ULTRALIGHT JKT BOOSTED PROOF

PANT STYLE PANT WONDER MAGIC LIGHT PANT IONIC LIGHT PANT ALPINSTAR LIGHT PANT OXYGEN LIGHT

T-SHIRT MOUNTAIN FLASH T-SHIRT MOUNTAIN FLASH

PULL OXYGEN VEST ALPINSTAR LIGHT

PANT EXIT LIGHT PANT EXIT LIGHT 



96 CARAM
ELLO

96 CARAMELLO 

In the color story men I let the caramello take 
a lot of space, while for the female variation 
I decided to use it with a lot of attention, 
uniting it with the vento background and berry 
details.  As a result there is something really 
original, unconventional  for those who prefer 
uncommon colors and keeping a distance from 
all the others.  Hulya profile is quite moderate in 
some garments where the full print prevails

TOP SHINY TOP SHINY TOP BREAK TOP BREAK TOP SIRIO

PULL DIXY PULL DIXY PULL EXIT PULL IONIC LIGHT PULL OXYGEN

SHORT EXIT SHORT ALPINSTAR SKORT EXIT SKORT HIDROGEN MID SHORT EXISHORT INSTINCT SHORT WONDER MAGIC

T-SHIRT INSTINCT

VEST ALPINSTAR LIGHT



96 CARAM
ELLO 

T-SHIRT EXIT T-SHIRT IONIC T-SHIRT OXYGEN

JKT WOODSTOCK LIGHT JKT OXYGEN JKT ULTRALIGHT JKT BOOSTED PROOF

PANT STYLE PANT WONDER MAGIC LIGHT PANT EXIT LIGHT PANT IONIC LIGHT PANT IONIC LIGHT PANT ALPINSTAR LIGHT PANT OXYGEN LIGHT

T-SHIRT MOUNTAIN FLASHT-SHIRT MOUNTAIN FLASH



Collection Philosophy

Caring for the environment does not mean making big claims, but 
taking small actions every day.
Since 2019, Crazy has started eliminating over 200,000 plastic 
bags, are you with us?
I have always tried to pursue environmentally friendly policies within my company. That’s not 
often easy, our work requires a complex collaboration with many suppliers and customers; an 
environmental choice depends on harmony and unity of purpose that aren’t always shared by 
everyone.

Instead of complaining about the lack of collaboration, I moved in a different way, I thought 
about what I and my Crazy could have done to make at least a contribution in this direction.
I realized that each product was packaged and shipped in a plastic bag: I estimated that the 
bags used by Crazy were around 200,000.

I therefore decided to introduce a type of packaging made up of recycled paper sheets. After 
our product is received, each sheet can have a new life. If all outdoor companies did the same, 
at least one billion plastic bags would be eliminated.

In order to reduce our impact on the environment, we have decided to change the labels we 
put on our clothing. They will be made of plantable paper that will sprout if placed in a jar with 
some dirt.

The road to sustainability is very long, but I am convinced that outdoor companies must set a 
good example.
These are only the first steps, certainly we won’t solve the environmental crisis all over the 
world, but if other people took the same steps, the benefits would be significant.

Be clean, don’t trash, be Crazy!

Valeria Colturi
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HULYA OZDEMIR
An illustrator and painter of 
watercolor portraits, Hülya was 
born in Istanbul in 1972. 
Although, she focuses on pre-
dominantly female portraits, 
she does not set any restrictions 
on her drawings. What guides 
her is the understanding that 
a woman is a person who still 
struggles to exist in a male-do-
minated society, imprisoned 
in a role based on maintaining 
norms of society: tradition, 
morality, and family triangles, 
considered an asset whose de-
sires, vulnerabilities and worries 
often do not reflect her feelings. 
In her artwork we see women 
becoming increasingly self-con-
fident, re-establishing their 
human identity, as the artist 
enriches the exposition of these 
inner worlds with patterns.

ERIK ABEL
Bold colors, geometric patterns, and botanical profiles capture the eye in 
Erik Abel’s artwork. Inspired by his love of the ocean, surfing and travel, 
Abel’s work articulates the spirit of the water and awe of nature. His roots 
as a California surfer intermingle with his experiences living in the Pacific 
Northwest as well as traveling to the South Pacific and Central America, 
imparting an organic, tribal style to his subjects and compositions. Abel 
gives back to environmental and humanitarian projects through nonprofit 
partner-ships, exhibitions, and commercial projects.

DARYNA PEDAN
She was born in Ukraine 
and has been drawing since 
she was a child. Art became 
her way of self-expression 
so she experimented with 
different styles and techni-
cs. Since her childhood, she 
spend a lot of time out-
door and her first visit to 
the Carpathian mountains 
turned her world upside 
down. The power of nature 
and calmness impressed 
her for many years forward. 
Mountains became a 
place of inspiration for her. 
Harmony, composition, 
colors - nature is a great 
teacher for us, and she tries 
to learn as much as she can 
and express this knowledge 
through her art.

VALERIA COLTURI
Most of the designs I use for the collection are exclusive because I make 
them, but I adore to research and when I find out proposals from other 
artists, among which many are young and emergent guys that represent my 
vision and thoughts, I contact them and I adapt their creations to mine. The 
task to adapt graphics born for other worlds and not directly for fashion nor 
for the mountain world to my products is a long and complicated job, but 
the result is incredibly different from what the other brands in the outdoor 
sector propose. In this project I put my art and soul to make my garments 
exclusive and not only technical and fashion, nothing can be given for gran-
ted, nothing can be boring. 

LUCY TIFFNEY
She’s won an award named Design Studio 
established in 2016, has evolved from 
years of fulfilling creative commissions 
and an ambition to make unique, fresh, 
colourful and happy designs for all. 
Born out of an inherent necessity to 
create, Lucy’s original, large scale bota-
nical designs, bold murals and beautiful 
wallpapers showcase her signature hand 
painterly style and unique interpretation 
of the natural world. 

SANDRA HUTTER
Sandra is and Austrian artist who creates pattern design prints 

covering a vast variety of playful themes, hip trends and 
popular subjects that resonate well with children and adults.  
Sandra’s signature style of designing colorful, bold, cheerful 

and playful illustrations and patterns is inspired by her myriad 
of travels to many countries.  From vibrant pink flamingoes 

in Florida to cute and cuddly koala bears in Australia, at each 
destination, she captures the excitement of the environment 

and embellishes it with her own special color-bursting, ton-
gue-in-cheek technique, which brings joy and happiness to 

others.  
 

MARGARET KU
Margaret is an independent 
illustrator and artist based 
in Tallinn, Estonia.  Her 
certain passion are vibrant 
bold colors and their world! 
Color helps to share mood 
of the moment, it forms 
the shapes and reveals 
the World from all sides. 
She tries to give some kind 
of “energy shot” through 
her artwork. Because art 
needs to touch, inspire and 
influence you.

Artists
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MOUNTAIN MAN





SIZE XS-XL

FIT Athletic
WEIGHT 380g

SKI TOURING 
HIGH MOUNTAIN

ACTIVE
CLEAN

MOUNTAIN MAN

T-SHIRTS 



CONCEPT

FABRICS

48

SIZE

FIT
WEIGHT

Regular
123g

S-XXL

FEATURES
• Fresh and breathable microfibre
• Quick dry
• Crazy print and tagline options
• Stylizing options Fast & Light

01 BLACK

94 VENTO

09 SULFUR 62 ENERGY

93 LIKEN 101 VENTO-RED

M
OUNTAIN M

AN - T-SHIRTS

TREKKING

HIGH MOUNTAIN

ACTIVE
CLEAN

The T-shirt logo represents our brand, an 
item for the open air activity that expresses 
our idea appreciation and sharing.  
 It is not a trivial cotton t-shirt, but a true 
Active product, made of an innovative 
Graphene microfibre fabric.Both Crazy 
logo and the company tagline may 
optionally show up. The Original Fast&Light 
Mountain Clothing since 1989 or stylizing 
the Fast&Light concept. A real must-have 
T-shirt for our true fans.

S22096025U-00

T-SHIRT LOGO

48



49

M
OUNTAIN M

AN - T-SHIRTS

102 VENTO-BLUE

BACK 96 CARAMELLO



CONCEPT

FABRICS

FEATURES

50

SIZE

FIT
WEIGHT

Regular

S-XXL

S22096018U-00

94g

• Fresh and breathable fabric 
• Quick dry 
• Twist structure
• Elastic seams
• All over print

All over print T-shirt with creative patterns 
and exclusive photos, naturally fresh and 
breathable, a perfect wear for trekking 
and spare time activities on a hot day. It 
is made of natural Tencel and polyester. 
Regular fit, contrast colour side seams, 
soft and comfortable rib neck.

TECHNICAL

TREKKING

HIGH MOUNTAIN

ACTIVE

T-SHIRT LEGEND 

M
OUNTAIN M

AN - T-SHIRTS

X123 WOLF

X092 BEAR X093 DUSK X121 PINE TREE

X124 MY DEAR X126 POSTER



51

M
OUNTAIN M

AN - T-SHIRTS

X052 PRINT PATAGONIA

X139 LOST IN PARADISE-LIKEN

X138 LOST IN PARADISE



CONCEPT

FABRICS

52

SIZE

FIT
WEIGHT

S22095109U-00

Athletic

FEATURES
• Differentiated fabric structure
• Reinforced at the shoulders with a soft 

resistant carbon fabric
• Front logo with laser piercing             
• Flat seams

A trekking t-shirt must be made with 
area differentiation based on various 
transpiration needs of each part of the 
body. The front side, more exposed to 
the air flow, is made of a tightly woven 
One-layer fabric, the shoulder straps 
are reinforced with a soft but resistant 
carbon thread fabric  to be protected 
from wearing a backpack , the underarm 
area is made of a very breathable mesh, 
the back and the  sleeve rear are made 
of a honeycomb fabric that helps wick 
the moisture. As aesthetic features there 
are flat seams and a front logo with laser 
piercing.

162g

S-XL

TECHNICAL
TREKKING

HIGH MOUNTAIN

ACTIVE

T-SHIRT VIPER  

M
OUNTAIN M

AN - T-SHIRTS

09 SULFUR01 BLACK 62 ENERGY

96 CARAMELLO

93 LIKEN

94 VENTO BACK





CONCEPT

FABRICS

54

SIZE

FIT
WEIGHT

CLEAN

Regular

S-XXL

S22095112U-00

131g

FABRICS

FEATURES
• Bi-stretch fabric, breathable, UV protection 
• Quick dry
• Flat anti-rubbing seams
• Reflective logos

CONCEPT

09 SULFUR

98 LIKEN-AVIO101 VENTO-RED

62 ENERGY 93 LIKEN

94 VENTO

 M
OUNTAIN M

AN - T-SHIRTS

Resolution T-shirt makes part of the iconic 
same name product family that unites the 
collection best sellers. 
 It is a charming designer item which 
expresses the colourful Crazy nature. A 
fresh and breathable T-shirt for technical 
trekking. G2 fabric is a light, fresh quick 
dry microfibre type with an anti-smell 
treatment. Anti-rubbing flat contrast 
colour seams, vivid colours and Athletic fit 
underline its sporty spirit.

T-SHIRT RESOLUTION 

TREKKING
HIGH MOUNTAIN

ACTIVE



55

M
OUNTAIN M

AN - T-SHIRTS

96 CARAMELLOBACK



FABRICS

56

SIZE

FIT
WEIGHT

CONCEPT

Athletic

In the Crazy world, Fast hiking is closer 
to running  rather than to trekking; 
Acceleration hybrid t-shirt is designed 
especially for this activity. For the front 
side and the back lateral areas we used a 
high-performance Polartec Delta with a 
characteristic degradée print, the bottom 
is made of a compact and resistant fabric, 
since the central part of the back comes 
into contact with the typical trail running 
backpacks, it is made of a breathable 
mesh, the sleeves are made of greater 
abrasion and air resistant Graphene fabric.

153g

S-XL

S22095108U-00

TREKKING

HIGH MOUNTAIN

ACTIVE

PERFORMANCE

T-SHIRT ACCELERATION 

 M
OUNTAIN M

AN - T-SHIRTS

09 SULFUR

96 CARAMELLO

62 ENERGY 93 LIKEN

94 VENTO BACK

• Hybrid T-shirt with differentiated areas for 
fabrics

• Characteristic degradée print
• Flat anti-chafing seams
• Fast & Light logo on the shoulder strap

FEATURES



... be crazy





MOUNTAIN MAN

MID LAYERS



FABRICS

60

CONCEPT

SIZE

FIT Regular
WEIGHT

FEATURES
• Adjustable hood with an elastic cord
• Color-contrasting flat seams 
• Elastic hem on the bottom and sleeve ends
• Printed brand logo

S-XL

270g

Hoody pull anorak with a “street style” 
hood that represents the garment for 
leisure time; it is a style and comfort of a 
technical fabric perfect for non-specific 
outdoor sports.
The HP3D fabric with honeycomb structure 
is used by Crazy also for the production 
of pullovers with more technical 
characteristics with great pleasure. The 
hood has an elastic color-contrasting hem 
with an adjustment cord, contrasting-color 
flat seams and brand logo printed on the 
chest.

09 SULFUR 62 ENERGY 93 LIKEN

96 CARAMELLO94 VENTO BACK

M
OUNTAIN M

AN - M
ID LAYERS

PULL DIRECTOR LIGHT
S22025071U-00

CLEAN

TREKKING

HIGH MOUNTAIN

ACTIVE

CONCEPT

60



61

CONCEPT

FABRICS

SIZE

FIT
WEIGHT

Regular

S-XXL

298g

M
OUNTAIN M

AN - M
ID LAYERS

• Elastic trim hood
• Divider front zip
• Elastic bottom and sleeve trim 
• Invisible zipper hand pockets

FEATURES

09 SULFUR 62 ENERGY 93 LIKEN

96 CARAMELLO94 VENTO BACK

PULL PEGASUS 
S22025085U-00

An essential mid layer item, light and 
breathable, always handy in the backpack 
for “self-defense” against the fastest 
temperature change. The model and the 
applied fabrics were selected for fast uphill 
hiking, so when you reach higher altitudes, 
you will appreciate its functionality.  
 It is a hybrid product made of light, 
bielastic, quick dry Stretch Series and fresh 
G2 microfibre. It has a divider front zip, 
an elastic trim hood, invisible zipper hand 
pockets.

CONCEPT

TECHNICAL

TREKKING

HIGH MOUNTAIN

ACTIVE



CONCEPT

FABRICS

SIZE

FIT
WEIGHT

CLEAN

Regular

S-XXL

TREKKING
HIGH MOUNTAIN

ACTIVE

62

319g

• Elastic trim hood
• Contrast colour flat seams
• Large zipped pockets 
• Elastic bottom edge and sleeve edge trim

FEATURES

 M
OUNTAIN M

AN - M
ID LAYERS

Resolution is the collection best seller, it 
is a unique style out of the most imitated 
ones. This item is our trekking reference 
point, joyful colours and flexibility 
together with its technical features fully 
represent the Crazy spirit. 
 Made of HP3D fabric with a honeycomb 
structure selected by our R&D department 
as the right combination of ligtweight, 
warmth and moisture-wicking. 
 Athletic fit, elastic trim hood and bottom 
side, zipped front opening, 2 large zipped 
pockets are the details to highlight its 
dynamic nature.

CLEAN

09 SULFUR

98 LIKEN-AVIO

62 ENERGY

100 CARAMELLO-AVIO

93 LIKEN

94 VENTO

PULL RESOLUTION LIGHT
S22025061U-00



63

M
OUNTAIN M

AN - M
ID LAYERS

96 CARAMELLOBACK



CONCEPT

FABRICS

SIZE S-XXL

FIT Athletic
WEIGHT 260g

A technical second layer item full of Fast 
& Light climing and extreme performance 
spirit. Its essential design, good 
breathability, perfect comfort and high 
elasticity are the main features that make 
Pull Neutron the best performing mid 
layer item for hiking of the collection.  
 It is made of one of the most popular 
fabrics of Crazy Mid layer collection - 
HP3D. Thanks to its honeycomb structure, 
it makes it easier to wick away moisture 
and it acts as a thermoregulator. Athletic 
fit and flexibility, comfortable chest 
pockets can be used while wearing a 
harness. Laser-treated and bonded 
shoulder reinforcement preserves the 
fabric from wearing a backpack and makes 
it more technical.

• Zipped chest pockets 
• Reflective logos
• Flat seams
• Frontal zip with garage
• Laser-treated and bonded shoulder 

reinforcement

FEATURES
09 SULFUR

96 CARAMELLO

62 ENERGY 93 LIKEN

94 VENTO BACK

PULL NEUTRON LIGHT
S22025104U-00

TREKKING

HIGH MOUNTAIN

ACTIVE

TECHNICAL

64

 M
OUNTAIN M

AN - M
ID LAYERS



M
OUNTAIN M

AN - M
ID LAYERS

65

CONCEPT

FABRICS

FEATURES

SIZE S-XL

FIT Athletic
WEIGHT 319g

Another item from the Fast hiking 
Acceleration line, the most performing 
“mid layer” of the collection that 
embodies all the Fast & Light spirit 
invented by Crazy in the early 90s.
It is one of the most technical and 
performing clothing to wear, very elastic, 
quick-drying, with the revolutionary 
Print Graphene as it increases abrasion 
resistance, improves thermoregulation 
and reduces electrostatic charge. It is a 
super technical item without useless frills, 
but with only details highlighted for the 
use in the mountains; tight-fitting hood 
with an elastic hem, a large inside pocket, 
chest zipper pocket and thumbholes. 

• Graphene print fabric
• Thermoregulation, abrasion resistance
• Chest pocket
• Thumbhole
• Tight-fitting hood 

S22025100U-00

PULL ACCELERATION

TREKKING

HIGH MOUNTAIN

ACTIVE

09 SULFUR 93 LIKEN62 ENERGY 62BL ENERGY-BLUETTE

94 VENTO 96 CARAMELLO BACK





MOUNTAIN MAN

JACKETS



CONCEPT

FABRICS

FEATURES

68

SIZE

FIT
WEIGHT

Regular

S-XXL

205g

96 CARAMELLO BACK

09 SULFUR 62 ENERGY 93 LIKEN

94 VENTO

M
OUNTAIN M

AN - JACKETS

• High tight neck 
• Two wide zipped side pockets
• Protective zip flap
• Reflective inserts and logo

Technical hybrid vest for mid/high intensity 
trekking and hiking.  
Made of Endurance softshell featured 
as soft, breathable, windproof, water 
repellent, elastic and Graphene print 
treated. A high tight neck, 2 wide zipped 
pockets and Regular fit represent it the 
best.

S22035034U-00

VEST AVENGER LIGHT

TECHNICAL
TREKKING 

HIGH MOUNTAIN

ACTIVE



69

CONCEPT

FABRICS

SIZE

FIT
WEIGHT

Regular

• Ergonomic hood
• Two side zipper pockets with zip, reflective 

box and piping
• Zipper with a protective flap
• Reflective inserts and logos
• Breathable fabric in the armpit and side 

areas
• Front side doubled with a lightweight 

Graphene fabric 

FEATURES

Technical softshell jacket for trekking, 
soft, packable, breathable and abrasion 
resistant; a hybrid item that expresses 
Crazy’s mountain experience and concept.
The front side made of a tightly woven 
Endurance fabric with DWR treatment to 
improve hydro repellency, is doubled with 
the light Graphene yarn, and it represents 
the necessary features to freely move 
around during even very intense outdoor 
activities. The underarm area and the back 
are made of the double weave ARMOR 
fabric, quite resistant even if promoting 
breathability.

S-XXL

M
OUNTAIN M

AN - JACKETS

310g

96 CARAMELLO

JKT AVENGER LIGHT
S22055163U-00

TECHNICAL
TREKKING 

HIGH MOUNTAIN

ACTIVE

BACK

09 SULFUR 62 ENERGY 93 LIKEN

94 VENTO



CONCEPT

FABRICS

70

SIZE

FIT
WEIGHT

Athletic

• Jacket with a Toray water repellent nylon 
outer layer

• Lightweight, breathable and thermoregula-
ting Alpha Direct Polartec padding without 
lining

• A hood with quick-drying internal mesh
• 2 front pockets with long zips and 2 sliders 

FEATURES

A super light hybrid jacket, extremely 
elastic and packable for speed 
mountaineering, the spearhead of 
the Crazy collection for hiking experts 
and climbers who do not accept a 
compromise.
The outer fabric is made of a water-
repellent one-layer nylon and a light 
unlined internal padding of breathable  
Alpha direct by Polartec, breathable back 
and underarm areas with discontinuous 
weft which provides moisture wicking. An 
ergonomic hood with a semi-rigid visor 
and gaiter.

324g

S-XL

S22055210U-00

JKT ACCELERATION LIGHT

PERFORMANCE

TREKKING

HIGH MOUNTAIN

ACTIVE

M
OUNTAIN M

AN - JACKETS

96 CARAMELLO BACK

09 SULFUR 62 ENERGY 93 LIKEN

94 VENTO



71

CONCEPT

FABRICS

SIZE

FIT Athletic
WEIGHT 45g

S22055211U-00

• Internal anti “sticky” coating treatment
• Slight external water repellent treatment
• Hood can also be used to compact the 

jacket
• 18gr 7 denari
• Wind proof
• Elastic Rip stop

FEATURES

The lightest “emergency” jacket on the 
market, only 45 gr. of protection. It is 
an essential item to always bring with 
you to face any weather conditions. 
The innovative cut allows to have the 
minimum of stitching, the fabric has an 
internal coating that significantly reduces 
the annoying “sticky” feeling which is 
typical of nylon, while the water repellent 
treatment on the outside softens the 
humidity effect. The hood is used as a 
micro bag to fold the jacket making it as 
small as half an apple.

S-XL

PERFORMANCE

JKT FLY MAN
M

OUNTAIN M
AN - JACKETS

TREKKING

HIGH MOUNTAIN

ACTIVE

96 CARAMELLO BACK

09 SULFUR 62 ENERGY 93 LIKEN

94 VENTO

45g



CONCEPT

FABRICS

FEATURES

72

SIZE S-XXL

FIT Athletic
WEIGHT 207g

2,75 volume Waterproof shell jacket with heat 
seal seams. A very flexible item, with perfect 
waterproof features despite being lightweight 
and packable. The armpit transpiration is 
granted by the exclusive Shark system invented 
by Crazy that provides breathability and keeps 
away moisture. Waterproof zipper, 2 outside 
chest pockets and an inside one. An adjustable 
visor hood, absolutely necessary for those who 
do mountaineering at any weather conditions.

• Fully heat-sealed 
• 20k mm waterproof 
• Ergonomic hood with a semi-rigid visor 
• Two zipped chest pockets 
• Contrast colour flat seams 
• Vented back arm “Shark squad” system

TECHNICAL

SKI TOURING

HIGH MOUNTAIN

ACTIVE

M
OUNTAIN M

AN - JACKETS

09 SULFUR

94 VENTO

62 ENERGY 93 LIKEN

96 CARAMELLO BACK

S22055194U-00

JKT BOOSTED PROOF MAN
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MOUNTAIN MAN

SHORTS



CONCEPT

FABRICS

76

SIZE

FIT
WEIGHT

Regular

S-XXL

207g

• Comfortable waistband with an adjustable 
lanyard 

• Glued left leg zipper pocket 
• 2 side and 1 rear pockets

FEATURES

62 ENERGY

100 CARAMELLO-AVIO

93 LIKEN

101 VENTO-RED94 VENTO

09 SULFUR

M
OUNTAIN M

AN - SHORTS

TECHNICAL

SKI TOURING

HIGH MOUNTAIN

ACTIVE

Leisure time shorts for outdoor activities 
with their unique design, a real must-
have. Their main feature is their comfort 
together with the Crazy look, one of the 
kind!  
 The light bi-elastic Endurance Light fabric 
was selected by our R&D department for 
the most of our pants models. They have 
a comfortable elastic waistband with an 
adjustable lanyard, two hand pockets, a 
rear pocket and a comfortable elastic leg 
zipper pocket .

S22015085U-00

SHORT PEGASUS



96 CARAMELLOBACK

77

M
OUNTAIN M

AN - SHORTS



78

M
OUNTAIN M

AN - SHORTS

CONCEPT

FABRICS

SIZE S-XL

FIT Athletic
WEIGHT

CLEAN

SKI TOURING

HIGH MOUNTAIN

ACTIVE

209g

FEATURES
• Hand and rear zipper pockets
• Ultraflat elastic sealed waistband

09 SULFUR X015 PRINT LIGHT JEANS 62 ENERGY 93 LIKEN

96 CARAMELLO94 VENTO BACK

SHORT SUPER
S22015226U-00

Being extremely light and perfect for 
walking, Super Shorts even show off +at a 
high speed and sparkle with their “Crazy 
style” - a unique style which greatly differs 
with its collections from the others on the 
market.  
 They are made of bi-elastic Stretch Series 
fabric, what creates greater comfort. 
The comfortable waistband is super flat 
and elastic, hand pockets with colourful 
zippers represent the colour stories of the 
collection.





CONCEPT

FABRICS

80

SIZE

FIT
WEIGHT

Regular

44-56

205g

• 2 sealed side pockets + 1 leg zipper pocket 
• Open waist
• Ultra flat resistant COBRAX buttons

FEATURES

01 BLACK

94 VENTO

09 SULFUR

96 CARAMELLO

62 ENERGY

93 LIKEN

Resolution is the best fitting shorts for 
trekking. With their great style and 
comfort, resistant cloth, ultra flat open 
waistline, they become a perfect item for 
the mountains.  
 The product is made of a light, breathable 
bi-elastic Endurance Light fabric, open 
waistline with very resistant COBRAX 
automatic buttons, side pockets and a leg 
zipper pocket.

S22015221U-00

SHORT RESOLUTION

M
OUNTAIN M

AN - SHORTS

TECHNICAL
TREKKING 

HIGH MOUNTAIN

ACTIVE



81

M
OUNTAIN M

AN - SHORTS

BACK100 CARAMELLO-AVIO

98 LIKEN-AVIO 101 VENTO-RED



CONCEPT

FABRICS

82

SIZE

FIT
WEIGHT

S22015235U-00

Athletic

FEATURES
• Elastic waistband with an elastic drawstring 

adjustment
• Two pockets with two-color zipper
• Reflective logos above the bonded hem 

More than trekking, less than running; 
fast hiking, no matter what exactly these 
terms mean, for Crazy these shorts were 
created to comfort those who climb 
the mountains, who loves freedom and 
lightness. We used a super light elastic 
fabric of stretch series on the back and 
the equally elastic, but more resistant 
Endurance light on the front side. The 
elastic waistband has an adjustment cord, 
two-colored zipper pockets and typical 
reflective logos above the technologically 
bonded hem.

218g

S-XL

PERFORMANCE

SHORT ACCELERATION

M
OUNTAIN M

AN - SHORTS

TREKKING 
HIGH MOUNTAIN

ACTIVE

09 SULFUR

96 CARAMELLO

62 ENERGY

BACK

93 LIKEN

94 VENTO







MOUNTAIN MAN

PANTS



CONCEPT

FABRICS

SIZE

FIT
WEIGHT

Athletic

S-XL

• Two side and one back zipper pockets
• Bielastic breathable All Over Print fabric 
• A comfortable resistant waistband 
• djustable zipper bottom folds

FEATURES

Super pants are the result of a successful 
style application to comfort you while 
trekking, completed with patterns 
and technical features. Crazy can be 
interpreted as a product which completely 
differs from everything you can find at 
the market, thanks to its look and the 
increadible breathability and elasticity. The 
product is made of bielastic Stretch Series 
fabric, fresh and extremely comfortable. 
The elastic waistband besides being 
cozy is highly resistant, with two front 
and one back zipper pocket, adjustable 
bottom folds make them adaptable for the 
mountain boots.

86

392g

M
OUNTAIN M

AN - PANTS

15S2 GRAY DENIM X015 PRINT LIGHT JEANS X016 PRINT DARK JEANS BACK

S22015227U-00

PANT SUPER LIGHT 

TREKKING

MOUNTAIN

ACTIVE
CLEAN





CONCEPT

FABRICS

88

SIZE

FIT
WEIGHT

Regular

46-56

• Two side zipper pockets 
• A laser glue-on thigh pocket 
• Belt button holes
• Automatic ultra flat highly resistant Cobrax 

buttons
• Adjustable hem with buttons

FEATURES

Fast & Light philosophy perfectly matches 
the iconic item of the Active range such as 
Resolution pants. It is designed to make 
every day full of joy while doing outdoor 
activities such as walking or easy trekking. 
It is cozy and practical and thanks to its 
gorgeous design it has become one of the 
collection best sellers. 
 It is made of bielastic, cut resistant, 
fresh and soft Endurance Light fabric. 
It is featured with the typical colour-
contrasting waistband and a thigh pocket. 
The flip waistband is fixed with highly 
resistant Cobrax buttons. Besides the 
above mentioned thigh pocket, there are 
two more side zipper pockets.

268g

M
OUNTAIN M

AN - PANTS

01 BLACK 09 SULFUR 62 ENERGY 93 LIKEN

S22015208U-00

PANT RESOLUTION LIGHT 

CLEAN
TREKKING 

HIGH MOUNTAIN

ACTIVE



89

M
OUNTAIN M

AN - PANTS

100 CARAMELLO-AVIO 101 VENTO-RED BACK96 CARAMELLO98 LIKEN-AVIO



CONCEPT

FABRICS

FEATURES

90

SIZE S-XXL

FIT Athletic
WEIGHT

An essential item without frills designed 
for trekking and mountaineering on the 
edge of the glaciers. 
 It is made of the legendary Endurance 
Light fabric, Crazy’s favourite one, bi-
elastic, breathable and DWR treated 
with excellent hydrorepellency. It has a 
comfortable, adjustable waistband with an 
elastic lanyard, two hand zipper pockets 
and an invisible zipper back pocket.

• Elastic drawstring waistband 
• Two side glue on zipper pockets 
• An invisible zipper back pocket
• Reflective logos
• Adjustable hem with elastic lanyard

246g

M
OUNTAIN M

AN - PANTS

TECHNICAL
TREKKING

HIGH MOUNTAIN

ACTIVE

S22015180U-00

PANT VIPER LIGHT 

93 LIKEN01 BLACK 09 SULFUR 62 ENERGY



BACK94 VENTO 96 CARAMELLO101 VENTO-RED

91

M
OUNTAIN M

AN - PANTS



CONCEPT

FABRICS

FEATURES

SIZE S-XL

FIT Athletic
WEIGHT

The Acceleration are the ‘‘definitive’’ 
hybrid pants for mountaineering in the 
Crazy version, this item was designed for 
the specific climer’s needs in the pure Fast 
& Light style, a real garment perfect for 
the modern concept hiking.
The fabrics we used are the Stretch 
Series and the Endurance Light. A very 
comfortable elastic waistband is flat, the 
hand pockets have an invisible zipper, the 
back diagonal pocket and the right leg 
pockethave a zipper that recalls the color 
story, the leg bottom is adjustable with 
snap fasteners. 

• Comfortable, flat, glued waistband
• Two side pockets with invisible zipers
• Back pocket and right leg pocket with 

two-color zipper
• Bottom leg adjustment buttons

397g

TREKKING

HIGH MOUNTAIN

ACTIVE

PERFORMANCE

PANT ACCELERATION LIGHT
S22015228U-00

62 ENERGY 93 LIKEN09 SULFUR

92

M
OUNTAIN M

AN - PANTS



94 VENTO 96 CARAMELLO BACK

93

M
OUNTAIN M

AN - PANTS





MOUNTAIN MAN

LIFESTYLE



CONCEPT

FABRICS

FEATURES

S22095034U-00

96

SIZE S-XXL

FIT Regular
WEIGHT 141g

What makes a Crazy t-shirt for the free 
time activities different from the others? 
Without a doubt, these are the fabrics, 
that besides being nice and colorful, have 
extraordinary technical features.  
 This model is made of a natural hemp 
fabric. The typical prints make them really 
young, fresh and joyful.

• Hemp fabric
• Exclusive prints

LIFESTYLE - M
AN

T-SHIRT JOKER

79 BRICKX052 PRINT PATAGONIA

X103 WHITE-VAN 94 VENTO 

121 GRAPHITE-RED X126 POSTER

75 GRAPHITE 120 AURORA



X134 DUSK-GRAPHITE

97

LIFESTYLE - M
AN

X133 MY DEAR-GRAPHITEX132 WOLF-GRAPHITEX131 BEAR-BLUE

X130 WOLF-MUSTARDX129 MY DEAR-VENTOX128 VAN119 PINE TREE-BRICK



9898

CONCEPT

FABRICS

FEATURES

S22096026U-00

SIZE S-XXL

FIT Regular
WEIGHT 141g

T-shirt for free time activities, with a nice 
geometric shape and contrasting colours, 
made of a fresh natural hemp fabric.

• Hemp fabric
• Nice geometric shape

T-SHIRT GULLIVER 

03 GRAY 77 MUSTARD 93 LIKEN

79 BRICK94 VENTO

81 STONE

BACK

LIFESTYLE - M
AN



99

LIFESTYLE - M
AN

CONCEPT

FABRICS

FEATURES

S22096018U-S2

SIZE S-XL

FIT Regular
WEIGHT 94g

Crazy knows how to interpret the lifestyle, 
“city” style items using technical fabrics, if 
they are suitable for sport performance, 
or if they are better bfor everyday use?
 The Stripe microfiber was created to be 
worn out in the mountains, but its smooth 
surface, fresh to touch with the skin, the 
anti-odor treatment are the technical 
features to be appreciated every day

• Quick-dry microfiber, fresh G2
• Full range of colors
• Non-deformable folded collar 

T-SHIRT DELAY

01 BLACK

X123 WOLF

101 VENTO-RED94 VENTO 93 LIKEN

X126 POSTER X139 LOST IN PARADISE LIKENX124 MY DEAR



79 BRICK

96 CARAMELLO

93 LIKEN

98 LIKEN-AVIO

94 VENTO

BACK

CONCEPT

FABRICS

FEATURES

S22026034U-00

SIZE S-XL

FIT Regular
WEIGHT 363g

A new way of lifestyle interpretation, 
when offering ”city” style garments by 
using technical fabrics. 
Using technical fabrics is Crazy’s privilege: 
what goes well in the mountains is 
without a doubt suitable for less technical 
activities in the open air. The HP 3D 
fabric with honeycomb cells provides 
breathability, improving the comfort of the 
garment.

• HP 3D honeycomb cell fabric
• Kangaroo zipper pocket 
• Cross neck hood  

PULL DELAY 

100

LIFESTYLE - M
AN



93 LIKEN08 FOREST 94 VENTO

96 CARAMELLO 98 LIKEN-AVIO BACK

CONCEPT

FABRICS

FEATURES

S22026036U-00

SIZE S-XL

FIT Regular
WEIGHT 381g

Free interpretation of a Hoodie Pull for 
leisure time with an absolutely new style 
and mix of colours. It is made of HP3D 
technical fabric for mountain garments, 
so you can wear the Crazy style, but use 
the pullover also for outdoor activities, 
not only in the high mountains.Hood with 
elastic piping, front zipper opening and  
hand zipper pockets.

• Made of HP 3D technical fabric
• Front zipper opening
• Hand zipper pockets 
• Hood with elastic piping 

PULL GULLIVER

101

LIFESTYLE - M
AN



08 FOREST

93 LIKEN

15 JEANS

94 VENTO

75 GRAPHITE

79 BRICK

CONCEPT

FABRICS

FEATURES

S22016023U-00

SIZE XS-XXL

FIT Regular
WEIGHT 242g

Colorful board-shorts for free time 
activities, comfortable and nice, for low 
intensity outdoor activities. Thanks to the 
fabric elasticity they are also excellent for 
sport climbing. 
They are made of light, soft and sturdy 
Performance cotton. They have a very 
comfortable elastic waistband, with two 
hand pockets and a back pocket, a famous 
Crazy logo embroidered on the leg in a 
contrasting color. 

• Comfortable elastic waistband
• 2 hand pockets and back pocket
• Very elastic fabric

L/SHORT COPPER

LIFESTYLE - M
AN

102



103

LIFESTYLE - M
AN

96 CARAMELLOBACK



08 FOREST

79 BRICK

15 JEANS

93 LIKEN

75 GRAPHITE

94 VENTO

CONCEPT

FABRICS

FEATURES

S22016125U-00

104

SIZE XS-XL

FIT Regular
WEIGHT 235g

Extraordinary, different, eccentric and 
beautiful: these are the adjectives to 
describe these smart Long-shorts for 
leisure time activities, easy trekking and 
climbing. 
It is made of Performance cotton, and 
some models have a typical colour 
contrasting pocket on the right leg. They 
are comfortable and fitting, the waistband 
and the wedge cut make the movements 
easier.

• Comfortable elastic waistband
• 2 hand pockets and 2 back pockets in a 

typical style 
• Very elastic fabric

LIFESTYLE - M
AN

SHORT GULP



105

LIFESTYLE - M
AN

96 CARAMELLOBACK



CONCEPT

FABRICS

FEATURES

S22016024U-00

106

SIZE XS-XXL

FIT Regular
WEIGHT 353g

The Joker Pant is one of the icons of 
the Crazy lifestyle collection, its youth 
cut and trendy colors are the secrets of 
the success of this historic model. It is 
comfortable in the city, in free time and 
also suitable for sport climbing. 
It is made of a lightweight, comfortable 
and sturdy super stretchy Performance 
Cotton. The typical high elastic waistband 
is super comfortable. It has two front 
pockets and one back pocket. 

• Comfortable elastic waistband
• 2 hand pockets and 1 back pocket
• Very elastic fabric.
• Elastic adjustment cord in the bottom

LIFESTYLE - M
AN

PANT JOKER LIGHT

08 FOREST 15 JEANS 75 GRAPHITE 79 BRICK



107

LIFESTYLE - M
AN93 LIKEN 94 VENTO 96 CARAMELLO BACK



CONCEPT

FABRICS

FEATURES

S22016035U-00

108

SIZE S-XL

FIT Athletic
WEIGHT 353g

New entry in the lifestyle pants sector, 
a very important and representative 
field of the collection. Delay is skinny 
pants perfect for everyday use for those 
who want to distinguish themselves 
by the Crazy brand every day. They are 
very elastic and absolutely suitable for 
climbing. 
The fabric we used is performance 
cotton, comfortable and bi-elastic which, 
unlike traditional jeans, is cozy and light. 
A waistband with an adjustment cord, 
typical Crazy logo on the back pockets, 
hand pockets and narrow bottom. 

• Two hand pockets
• Crazy logo on back pockets
• Waistband with adjustment cord
• Skinny cut 

LIFESTYLE - M
AN

PANT DELAY LIGHT

15BK JEANS-BLACK 15LK JEANS-LIKEN 15S3 LIGHT JEANS BACK





CONCEPT

FABRICS

FEATURES

S22015188U-00

110

SIZE XS-XXL

FIT Regular
WEIGHT 427g

Pants for leisure time and low-intensity 
outdoor activities, tredy but greatly 
different from the “baggy - low crotch” fit 
often used in the outdoor world. Gulliver 
pants, besides being comfortable, are 
suitable as everyday outfit thanks to their 
exclusive style.  
They are made of Performance cotton, 
with a comfortable open waistband with 
an adjustable cord and buttons. There 
are 4 design featuring misaligned front 
pockets, two back pockets and a small 
thigh pocket, just for a “climbing brush”.

• 4 large front pockets + 2 rear pockets + 
brush holder :-)

• Adjustable, open elastic waistband with 
buttons and zipper

• Bottom adjustment cord 

LIFESTYLE - M
AN

PANT GULLIVER LIGHT

08 FOREST 15 JEANS 75 GRAPHITE 79 BRICK



111

LIFESTYLE - M
AN93 LIKEN 94 VENTO 96 CARAMELLO BACK





MOUNTAIN WOMAN



MOUNTAIN WOMAN

TOPS
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01ZE BLACK-ZEBRA 16 BLUE 63 POP

X122 HULYA LAMBADA X135 WILD GARDENX120 HULYA CARAMELLO X136 DOODLES

X096 MANDALA 95 LILLA

X125 FAST&LIGHT X127 ALLIUM FLOWER

CONCEPT

FEATURES

Colourful tank top for the free time 
activities with a sporting soul thanks to 
the technical G2 microfibre with a quick 
dry treatment. 
 It is made of a fresh micfrofibre with a 
quick dry G2 treatment. The shoulder 
straps are very thin, but comfortable and 
elastic, the internal bra and bottom hem 
are rounded.

• Thin soft shoulder straps
• Internal Bra
• Toneprint
• Rounded hem

FABRICS

S22196101D-00

SIZE XS-XL

FIT Regular
WEIGHT 89g

TREKKING

HIGH MOUNTAIN

ACTIVE

TOP SHINY
M

OUNTAIN W
OM

AN - TOPS

CLEAN



CONCEPT

FABRICS

116

SIZE

FIT
WEIGHT

Regular

XS-XL

S22196096D-00

01ZE BLACK-ZEBRA X120 HULYA CARAMELLO X122 HULYA LAMBADA

X135 WILD GARDEN

X127 ALLIUM FLOWERX125 FAST&LIGHT

X096 MANDALAX136 DOODLES BACK

108g

• Highly breathable double overlap fabric
• Internal Bra

FEATURES

If you are tired of standard colours, here 
is a tank top made a double layer overlap 
fabric for the open air activities and 
trekking. It is printed, colourful and joyful. 
 The internal fabric is melange quick dry 
microfibre, the external mesh is breathable 
and quick dry G2 treated. Soft shoulder 
straps, removable internal bra, elastic 
bottom trim for an excellent fit.

CLEAN
TREKKING 

HIGH MOUNTAIN

ACTIVE

TOP BREAK

M
OUNTAIN W

OM
AN - TOPS
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CONCEPT

FEATURES

Does there exist a alpinism tank top? 
Yes, it is Crazy! Sirio top is Fast & Light 
mountaineering tank top for a hot day. 
 It is made ofn G2 microfibre, with a 
quick dry treatment, fresh and elastic. 
Large shoulder straps make wearing 
a backpack comfortable, a shallow 
neckline is typical for technical items.

• Wide shoulder strap

FABRICS

S22195030D-00

SIZE XS-XL

FIT Athletic
WEIGHT 59g

TOP SIRIO
M

OUNTAIN W
OM

AN - TOPS

TECHNICAL

TREKKING

HIGH MOUNTAIN

ACTIVE

01ZE BLACK-ZEBRA 44 LAMBADA X127 ALLIUM FLOWERX125 FAST&LIGHT

X136 DOODLES X135 WILD GARDEN X096 MANDALA BACK





MOUNTAIN WOMAN

T-SHIRTS



CONCEPT

FABRICS

120

SIZE

FIT
WEIGHT

PULL IONIC LIGHT W

FEATURES

Regular

XS-XXL

• Round neckline
• Rounded central slit bottom                   
• SCafé treatment

Combining a beautiful and stylish item with 
the technical features has a lot to do with 
Crazy! 
 This t-shirt is made of a fresh and light 
mesh microperforated melange with SCafé 
treatment. A rounded neckline, very short 
sleeves and a rounded slit bottom are its 
typical design features.

74g

CLEAN

TREKKING

HIGH MOUNTAIN

ACTIVE

M
OUNTAIN W

OM
AN - T-SHIRTS

16 BLUE

62 ENERGY

18 DARK GRAY

63 POP

44 LAMBADA

56 BLOSSOM

T-SHIRT INSTINCT
S22096132D-00



121

M
OUNTAIN W

OM
AN - T-SHIRTSBACK92 FROZEN

95 LILLA 96 CARAMELLO



CONCEPT

FABRICS

122

SIZE

FIT
WEIGHT

Regular

XS-XXL

S22096139D-00

70g

FEATURES
• Natural Tencel fabric
• Protective neck rib
• Flat seams 
• All over print

This good-looking item was created for 
active open air activities, but it can be 
also used in the city as its fresh fabric is 
combined with a fashionable design.  
 The natural Tencel fabric unites the best 
cotton features with those of the most 
performing synthetic textiles. There is a 
comfortable neck rib, flat seams and a 
variety of print colours.

TECHNICAL

TREKKING

HIGH MOUNTAIN

ACTIVE

T-SHIRT MOUNTAIN FLASH

M
OUNTAIN W

OM
AN - T-SHIRTS

01ZE BLACK-ZEBRA X120 HULYA CARAMELLO

X125 FAST&LIGHT X127 ALLIUM FLOWERX122 HULYA LAMBADA

X054 SCENT OF WOOD



123

M
OUNTAIN W

OM
AN - T-SHIRTS

X096 MANDALA BACK

X136 DOODLESX135 WILD GARDEN



CONCEPT

FABRICS

SIZE

FIT
WEIGHT

Regular

XS-XL

104g

• Breathable bi-stretch UV protection fabric
• ”Twist” structure

FEATURES

Technical t-shirt for trekking with a 
hybrid structure and differentiated areas, 
uniting 2 different fabrics what improves 
breathability and comfort even by intensive 
wearing.  
 It is made of G2 microfibre with a quick 
dry and a anti-smell HEIQ treatment, fresh 
and elastic The “twist” structure with an 
offset side seams, a soft rib neckline match 
the most technical requirements of use.

S22095043D-00

124

TREKKING 
HIGH MOUNTAIN

ACTIVE
TECHNICAL

T-SHIRT EXIT 

M
OUNTAIN W

OM
AN - T-SHIRTS

01ZE BLACK-ZEBRA

X096 MANDALA

X127 ALLIUM FLOWER44 LAMBADA

X136 DOODLES

X125 FAST&LIGHT

X135 WILD GARDEN BACK



125

M
OUNTAIN W

OM
AN - T-SHIRTS

CONCEPT

FABRICS

SIZE XS-XL

FIT Athletic
WEIGHT

• V-neckline
• Flat colour contrast seams
• Differentiated fabrics with SCafé treatment

FEATURES

Ionic is the name of Crazy trekking 
women’s collection, and its most well-
known t-shirt fully expresses the concept, 
both in terms of fabrics and applied 
treatments and its bold colourful look.  
 An Italian fresh G2 microfibre with SCafé 
anti-smell and anti UV ray treatment is 
used for it. It is featured with a V-neck, flat 
seams and reflective logos.

97g

CLEAN
TREKKING 

HIGH MOUNTAIN

ACTIVE

44 LAMBADA

96 CARAMELLO92BK FROZEN-BLACK

62 ENERGY 63 POP 63BK POP-BLACK

92 FROZEN BACK

S22095119D-00

T-SHIRT IONIC 



CONCEPT

FEATURES

A technical high performance T-shirt, for 
high intensity hiking, an item suitable for  
speed mountaineering.
Made of differentiated fabrics, with an 
extremely breathable and light 3D mesh 
on the sides, back, underarms and sleeve 
ends. The chest lower back fabric is a 
fresh degradé printed Delta by Polartec. 
A V-neckline with contrasting bezels, 
reflective stars on the cuffs and short 
glued splits on the sides.

• Breathable and quick-dry Delta Polartec 
fabric 

• 3D mesh inserts on the back and sides
• Reflective stars on the cuffs

FABRICS

S22095070D-00

SIZE XS-L

FIT Athletic
WEIGHT 105g

TREKKING

HIGH MOUNTAIN

ACTIVE

T-SHIRT OXYGEN

PERFORMANCE

M
OUNTAIN W

OM
AN - T-SHIRTS

126

44 LAMBADA 62 ENERGY 63 POP

92 FROZEN96 CARAMELLO BACK







MOUNTAIN WOMAN

MID LAYERS



CONCEPT

FABRICS

130

SIZE

FIT
WEIGHT

Regular

XS-XL

286g

FEATURES
• A complete divisible zipper 
• Elastic bottom sleeve hem 
• Two hand zipper pockets

It is usual for Crazy to use technical fabrics 
for making clothing and to apply various 
extraordinary prints and colours.Pull 
Dixi was created for low impact outdoor 
activities with concern over the comfort 
and modern style requirements of daily 
activities. It is made of a technical HP 
fabric which provides comfort and heat 
adjustment at higher levels.

CLEAN

TREKKING

HIGH MOUNTAIN

ACTIVE

M
OUNTAIN W

OM
AN - M

ID LAYERS

S22026050D-00

PULL DIXY LIGHT

01ZE BLACK-ZEBRA X120 HULYA CARAMELLO

X135 WILD GARDEN X136 DOODLES

X122 HULYA LAMBADA

X127 ALLIUM FLOWER
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M
OUNTAIN W

OM
AN - M

ID LAYERS

X096 MANDALA

BACK

X125 FAST&LIGHT



CONCEPT

FABRICS

FEATURES

132

SIZE

FIT
WEIGHT

Regular

• Flat and elastic seams
• Two hand pockets
• Lasered underarm area 
• Water repellent

A high performance second layer for 
trekking to wear when just a t-shirt is not 
enough when it’s chilly in the woods and 
mountains. The lightweight J2 microfiber it 
is made of, is fresh, bi-elastic and quick-
drying. Flat elastic color-contrasting seams, 
2 open pockets and lasered underarm 
areas are its technical details. 

281g

XS-XL

TECHNICAL

PULL EXIT LIGHT

63 POP62 ENERGY

96 CARAMELLO

95 LILLA44 LAMBADA

92 FROZEN BACK

S22025103D-00

M
OUNTAIN W

OM
AN - M

ID LAYERS

TREKKING

HIGH MOUNTAIN

ACTIVE



133



CONCEPT

FABRICS

134

SIZE

FIT
WEIGHT

Regular

XS-XXL

FEATURES
• 2 side pockets
• Reflective logos
• Flat seams
• Elastic trim hood
• Divisible front zipper

Ionic pull is a best seller among female 
trekking Pulls. It distinguishes itself with its 
style and unique colour mix. Its honeycomb 
fabric technical features ensure human 
body moisture wicking. It is a trendy Crazy 
second layer item. 
 It is made of HP3D honeycomb fabric, soft, 
light and breathable. It has a full opening 
front zipper, a hood with an elastic trim, 
hand zipper pockets and reflective logos.

220g

44 LAMBADA

96 CARAMELLO 104 LAMBADA-WHITE95 LILLA

62 ENERGY 63 POP

S22025061D-00

CLEAN
TREKKING 

HIGH MOUNTAIN

ACTIVE

M
OUNTAIN W

OM
AN - M

ID LAYERS

PULL IONIC LIGHT 



135

M
OUNTAIN W

OM
AN - M

ID LAYERS

92 FROZEN

BACK

105 FROZEN-LILLA



CONCEPT

FABRICS

136

SIZE

FIT Athletic
WEIGHT

XS-XL

290g

• 2 sidepockets
• Integrated hood 
• Sleeve bottom with a thumbhole
• Graphene internal fibre
• External reflective print”

FEATURES

A high performance hybrid pull for 
mountaineering, it is a result of research 
and technology which highlight the Fast 
& Light spirit introduced by Crazy from 
the late 80s. It is the second layer item of 
excellence for climbing and hiking. As a 
Crazy rule, its technical features are united 
with a modern design combining various 
fabrics with a kaleidoscopic reflective 
effect.  
The Stretch Series fabric is combined 
with a Graphene microfibre which greatly 
improves the temperature adjustment. 
The hood has an elastic trim and the 
sleeve bottom with a thumbhole are highly 
appreciated details to face the mountain 
conditions

PERFORMANCE

TREKKING

MOUNTAIN

ACTIVE

PULL OXYGEN LIGHT
S22055077D-00

44 LAMBADA

X135 WILD GARDEN

63 POP01ZE BLACK-ZEBRA

M
OUNTAIN W

OM
AN - M

ID LAYERS

X125 FAST&LIGHT X127 ALLIUM FLOWER
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M
OUNTAIN W
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AN - M

ID LAYERS

X096 MANDALA

BACK

X136 DOODLES





MOUNTAIN WOMAN

JACKETS



M
OUNTAIN W

OM
AN - JACKETS

140

FABRICS

SIZE

FIT
WEIGHT

Regular

CONCEPT

XS-XL

• High tight neck
• Two wide zipper pockets
• Zipper with a protective flap
• Inserts and reflective logos

FEATURES

A hybrid vest for trekking, hiking and 
mid/high intensity mountain activities in 
general. It is made of Endurance softshell 
with its light, breathable, wind- and 
waterproof and elastic characteritics. 
The front side is Graphene print treated. 
A high tight neck, two wide zipper 
pockets, Athletic fit are its main features.

TREKKING 
HIGH MOUNTAIN

ACTIVE

174g

44 LAMBADA

96 CARAMELLO

62 ENERGY 63 POP

92 FROZEN BACK

VEST ALPINSTAR LIGHT
S22035035D-00

TECHNICAL





142

CONCEPT

FABRICS

SIZE

FIT
WEIGHT

CLEAN

Regular

XS-XL

214g

S22056130D-00

FEATURES
• Elastic trim hood 
• Waterproof
• Windbreaker
• 2 side zipper pockets
• Front zipper garage

The technology meets the style and 
sport meets fashion in this item as well. 
Jkt Woodstock is a light windbreak and 
waterproof jacket, excellent for trekking 
with a changeable weather, but thanks 
to its designer look it seems also to be 
created for a rainy day in the city. 
 It is made of a Drytex membrane 20K 
printed softshell. A hood with an elastic 
trim, two hand zipper pockets, cuffs and 
hem with elastic trim. The hood and the 
superior part of the jacket have heat-
sealed seams to make it waterproof.

TREKKING 
HIGH MOUNTAIN

ACTIVE

JKT WOODSTOCK LIGHT

M
OUNTAIN W

OM
AN - JACKETS

01ZE BLACK-ZEBRA X122 HULYA LAMBADA

X135 WILD GARDEN

X120 HULYA CARAMELLO

X125 FAST&LIGHT X136 DOODLES

142
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M
OUNTAIN W
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AN - JACKETS

X096 MANDALABACK



CONCEPT

FABRICS

FEATURES

144

SIZE XS-L

FIT Athletic
WEIGHT 180g

The latest generation hybrid jacket in a 
pure Fast & Light spirit, perfect for active 
trekking and hiking.
The outer fabric is made of a water-
repellent one-layer nylon and a light 
unlined internal padding of breathable  
Alpha direct by Polartec, breathable back 
and underarm areas with discontinuous 
weft which provides moisture wicking. 
An ergonomic hood with elastic piping, 
hand zipper pockets, reduced weight and 
volume.

• A hydro-repellent jacket made of Pertex 
Quantum nylon on outside

• Lightweight, breathable and thermoregula-
ting Alpha Direct Polartec padding without 
lining

• Hood with a quick-dry internal mesh

PERFORMANCE

TREKKING

MOUNTAIN

ACTIVE

M
OUNTAIN W

OM
AN - JACKETS

S22055104D-00

JKT OXYGEN

62 ENERGY

96 CARAMELLO63 POP 95 LILLA

44 LAMBADA01ZE BLACK-ZEBRA
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M
OUNTAIN W

OM
AN - JACKETS

92 FROZEN

X125 FAST&LIGHT

BACK
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CONCEPT

FEATURES

The lightest “emergency” jacket on the 
market, only 40 gr. of protection. It is 
an essential item to always bring with 
you to face any weather conditions. 
The innovative cut allows to have the 
minimum of stitching, the fabric has 
an internal coating that significantly 
reduces the annoying “sticky” feeling 
which is typical of nylon, while the water 
repellent treatment on the outside 
softens the humidity effect. The hood 
is used as a micro bag to fold the jacket 
making it as small as half an apple.

• Internal anti “sticky” coating treatment
• Slight external water repellent treatment
• Hood can also be used to compact the 

jacket
• 18gr 7 denari
• Wind proof
• Elastic Rip stop

FABRICS

S22055103D-00

SIZE XS-L

FIT Athletic
WEIGHT 40g

JKT FLY WOMAN

M
OUNTAIN W

OM
AN - JACKETS

62 ENERGY

BACK92 FROZEN 96 CARAMELLO

63 POP44 LAMBADA

PERFORMANCE

TREKKING

MOUNTAIN

ACTIVE

40g



FABRICS

SIZE

FIT
WEIGHT

CONCEPT

Athletic

XS-XL

FEATURES

2,75 volume waterproof shell, 
light,easltic and easy to pack, is the 
one to count on during the high level 
climbing or extreme hiking. 
 The water-repellency is guaranteed 
by an excellent Dermizax Toray fabric 
and heat-sealed seams. The armpit 
transpiration is provided by the exclusive 
Shark system with air ventilation 
and body moisture wicking while 
beeing waterproof, invented by Crazy. 
Waterproof zipper, 2 outer and one 
inner chest pockets and adjustable hood 
visor are its main technical features. It is 
a must-have for those who walk in the 
mountains at any weather conditions.

207g

TREKKING

HIGH MOUNTAIN

ACTIVE

• Fully heat-sealed
• 20k mm waterproof
• Ergonomic hood with visor
• Two chest zipper pockets 
• Flat colour contrast seams 
• Shoulder back  with “Shark squad” 

ventilation system

147

M
OUNTAIN W

OM
AN - JACKETS

44 LAMBADA 62 ENERGY 63 POP

92 FROZEN96 CARAMELLO BACK

S22055194D-00

JKT BOOSTED PROOF WOMAN

TECHNICAL





MOUNTAIN WOMAN

SHORTS/SKORTS



CONCEPT

FABRICS

150

SIZE

FIT
WEIGHT

Athletic

• A zipper pocket 
• Two-color elastic waistband
• Lasered and glued bottom hem” 

FEATURES

Minimalist shorts, comfortable for fancy 
free time activities to wear every day. 
Made of different fabrics depending on 
the color variantions, some are made of a 
fresh Italian Revolutional microfiber, others 
made of elastic Jersey. A comfortable 
two-colored elastic waistband, a left thigh 
zipper pocket  and lasered and glued 
bottom hem.

97g

XS-L

44 LAMBADA 62 ENERGY

92 FROZEN X136 DOODLES96 CARAMELLO
jeans

jeans
63 POP

S22016125D-00

CLEAN

TREKKING

HIGH MOUNTAIN

ACTIVE

SHORT  INSTINCT

M
OUNTAIN W

OM
AN - SHORTS/SKORTS
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FABRICS

SIZE

FIT Athletic
WEIGHT

CONCEPT

X015 PRINT LIGHT JEANS X016 PRRINT DARK JEANS

X136 DOODLES

01ZE BLACK-ZEBRA

X096 MANDALA BACK
XS-XL

S22015138D-00

176g

FEATURES
• Over all print jeans style 
• Elastic waistband 
• Laser cut leg bottom
• Water repellent

When Crazy speaks about technical 
items of an exclusive style, which is 
very close to the fashion world, this is 
what it means: Wonder Magic shorts. 
They display the technical features 
of an item for leisure time activities 
such as walking outside, uniting them 
with the design which doesn’t exist in 
the sportswear. This is a product that 
has no competition. It is made of the 
Revolutional fabric “Made in Italy”, with 
various prints like real jeans. Each piece 
is hand cut to perfectly match the prints 
with the seams. It perfectly fits the body, 
highlighting the shape and hiding all 
the imperfections. It has a comfortable 
elastic waistband and a laser cut leg 
bottom.

TREKKING

HIGH MOUNTAIN

ACTIVE

SHORT WONDER MAGIC
M

OUNTAIN W
OM

AN - SHORTS/SKORTS

CLEAN



CONCEPT

FABRICS

152

SIZE

FIT
WEIGHT

Regular

XS-XXL

Versatile half knee shorts, ideal for free 
time and open air activities. 
 The fresh Stretch Series fabric it is made 
of, is bi-elastic, very smooth, fresh and 
DWR treated. There is a very comfortable 
elastic support waistband. There is a left 
leg pocket.

• Elastic waistband
• Reflective logos 
• Left leg pocket

FEATURES

105g

01 BLACK

96 CARAMELLO

44 LAMBADA 62 ENERGY

92 FROZEN63 POP

SHORT EXIT 
S22015135D-00

M
OUNTAIN W

OM
AN - SHORTS/SKORTS

TREKKING

HIGH MOUNTAIN

ACTIVE
TECHNICAL
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M
OUNTAIN W

OM
AN - SHORTS/SKORTS

95 LILLABACK



CONCEPT

FABRICS

SIZE

FIT
WEIGHT

TREKKING 
MOUNTAIN

ACTIVE

Athletic

XS-XL

154

143g

FABRICS

SIZE

FIT
WEIGHT

FEATURES
• 2 side zipper pockets 
• 1 open right thigh pocket
• Open waist with an elastic waistband

CONCEPT

01 BLACK

96 CARAMELLO

44 LAMBADA 62 ENERGY

92 FROZEN63 POP

SHORT ALPINSTAR 
S22015111D-00

M
OUNTAIN W

OM
AN - SHORTS/SKORTS

TECHNICAL

Trekking shorts. The front elastic band and 
the open fron waist area suit a wide size 
range and guarantee an incredible comfort. 
The research and knowledge of the 
women’s needs, studied by our absolutely 
female product unit, are essential to be 
able to offer every detail of the items to 
our passionate “”fans””.  
 It is made of Endurance light fabric, fresh, 
resistant and bi-elastic. It has a backside 
elastic band and a front zipper opening. 
There are hand zipper pockets and an open 
right thigh pocket.
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95 LILLABACK

M
OUNTAIN W

OM
AN - SHORTS/SKORTS



CONCEPT

FEATURES

Short + Skirt = Skort! An absolutely 
female garment altered for the free time 
activities. 
 The skirt is made of Endurance Light 
fabric, with inner shorts made of the 
Italian Revolutional Slim fabric with 
well-known micromassage effect which 
significantly reduces the ”orange peel” 
effect. It has a comfortable high elastic 
waistband, two open front hand pockets.

• High elastic support waistband
• 2 open front hand pockets 
• Inner shorts

FABRICS

SIZE XS-XL

FIT Regular
WEIGHT 160g

TREKKING

MOUNTAIN

ACTIVE

44 LAMBADA 62 ENERGY

96 CARAMELLO

63 POP 92 FROZEN

95 LILLA BACK

SKORT EXIT
S22045010D-00

CLEAN

156

M
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CONCEPT

FEATURES

A skirt for mountaineering? You will only 
realize how much comfortable and cozy 
can be an item which seems to be just a 
designer piece, while wearing it during a 
challenging walking tour.  
 An elastic waistband and inner shorts 
made of Italian Revolutional Slim fabric 
with the well-known micromassage 
effect will significantly reduce the 
“orange peel” effect. The outer fabric 
is made of the fresh, bi-elastic and 
technical Endurance light. High elastic 
waistband with a backside pocket, 
variety of colours with reflective prints.

• Inner shorts made of Revolutional Slim
• Back waistband pocket
• Patterned digital prints
• Reflective logos
• Elastic waistband

FABRICS

S22045011D-00

SIZE XS-L

FIT Athletic
WEIGHT 108g

TREKKING 
MOUNTAIN

ACTIVE

SKORT HIDROGEN
M

OUNTAIN W
OM

AN - SHORTS/SKORTS

TECHNICAL

X066 SHADOWX015 PRINT LIGHT JEANS01ZE BLACK-ZEBRA X125 FAST&LIGHT

X135 WILD GARDEN X096 MANDALAX136 DOODLES BACK



CONCEPT

FEATURES

Below knee Mid Pants inspired by 
mountains, perfect for mid-season 
trekking and for those who prefer 
feeling light and fresh, even if the shorts 
are not an option. It is considered to 
be a “classic” item, however, altered 
and restyled to be younger and 
fresher thanks to a comfortable elastic 
band, side “easy” pockets and colour 
contrasting stitching. 

• A comfortable waistband
• Two side pockets with ”easy pocket” 

system

FABRICS

SIZE XS-XXL

FIT Regular
WEIGHT 132g

TREKKING 
HIGH MOUNTAIN

ACTIVE

01 BLACK 92 FROZEN44 LAMBADA

96 CARAMELLO

62 ENERGY

95 LILLA63 POP BACK

MID SHORT EXIT
S22015136D-00

TECHNICAL

M
OUNTAIN W

OM
AN - SHORTS/SKORTS

158



MOUNTAIN WOMAN

PANTS



CONCEPT

FABRICS

160

SIZE

FIT
WEIGHT

Regular 

Freedom, lightness, comfort and style 
are the Pant Style hallmarks, the most 
appropriate name ever.
It is made of Revolutional fabric, a fresh 
Italian microfiber containing a yarn with 
active ingredients such as caffeine, vitamin 
E, retinol, fatty acids and Alohe vera that 
contribute to the “ orange peel” prevention 
by reshaping. As usual, our Active female 
garments have a comfortable waistband. 4 
pockets, two on the front and two on back 
sides, adjustment cord on the leg  bottom.

XS-XL

165g

CLEAN

TREKKING

HIGH MOUNTAIN

ACTIVE

FABRICS

SIZE

FIT
WEIGHT

FEATURES
• Remodeling fabric
• Adjustment cord on the leg bottom 
• Elastic waistband
• 2 open side pockets
• 2 rear pockets

CONCEPT

PANT STYLE
S22016119D-00

M
OUNTAIN W

OM
AN - PANTS

44 LAMBADA 62 ENERGY 63 POP01 BLACK
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92 FROZEN 96 CARAMELLO 95 LILLA BACK

M
OUNTAIN W

OM
AN - PANTS



CONCEPT

FABRICS

162

SIZE

FIT Athletic
WEIGHT

S22015090D-00

XS-L

195g

• Over all print jeans style 
• Elastic waistband 
• Water repellent

FEATURES

Wonder Magic pants are iconic and really 
incomparable, for the open air activities, 
comfortable and unique in their style, to be 
also worn in the city every day. 
They are made of the Revolutional fabric 
“Made in Italy”, with various prints like real 
jeans. Each piece is hand-cut to perfectly 
match the prints with the seams. It fits the 
body min an excellent way, highlighting the 
shape and hiding all the imperfections. It 
has a comfortable elastic waistband.

CLEAN

TREKKING

HIGH MOUNTAIN

ACTIVE

PANT WONDER MAGIC LIGHT 

M
OUNTAIN W

OM
AN - PANTS

X016 PRINT DARK JEANS X136 DOODLESX015 PRINT LIGHT JEANS01ZE BLACK-ZEBRA



X096 MANDALABACK
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M
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CONCEPT

FABRICS

164

PULL IONIC LIGHT W

CLEAN

SIZE XS-XXL

FIT
WEIGHT 184g

Regular

• 2 thigh pockets
• Elastic waistband
• Bottom leg cuff 

FEATURES

TREKKING 
HIGH MOUNTAIN

ACTIVE

FABRICS

SIZE

FIT
WEIGHT

PANT EXIT LIGHT

FABRICS

SIZE

FIT
WEIGHT

CONCEPT

S22015137D-00

44 LAMBADA 62 ENERGY 63 POP01 BLACK

M
OUNTAIN W

OM
AN - PANTS

Designed for trekking, when one needs a 
comfortable, super elastic, fresh and light 
item for both rock and indoor climbing.
it is made of a fresh bielastic very smooth 
fabric with DWR treatment. It is a no-pill 
and quick dry fabric. The pockets are 
placed on the thighs, the waistband is 
made of a cozy microfiber, there is a 
bottom leg cuff featuring the collection 
besides, being comfortable and handy. 

164



92 FROZEN 96 CARAMELLO 95 LILLA BACK

165

M
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FABRICS

166

SIZE

FIT
WEIGHT

Regular

38-50

• 2 thigh zipper pockets               
• 2 hand pockets                    
• Open waist with safety velcro and laser 

cut flap
• Adjustable elastic leg lanyard 

FEATURES

CONCEPT
Travelling, trekking and walking around the 
mountains, this is the perfect environment 
to wear Voyager Pant. 
It is made of the Endurance fabric chosen 
by Crazy to match the needs of those who 
love trekking and climbing. It is a super 
resistant, bielastic, DWR-treated fabric. The 
technical features are a comfortable open 
waistband, two hand pockets and two 
thigh zipper pockets. There is an adjustable 
elastic bottom leg lanyard to manage the 
footwear. 

TREKKING 
HIGH MOUNTAIN

ACTIVE

195g

TECHNICAL

FABRICS

SIZE

FIT
WEIGHT

S22015130D-00

92 FROZEN 96 CARAMELLO 99 CARAMELLO-BERRY 62 ENERGY

M
OUNTAIN  W

OM
AN - PANTS

PANT IONIC LIGHT



103 BLACK-LILLA 95 LILLA BACK

167

M
OUNTAIN W

OM
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CONCEPT

FABRICS

168

SIZE

FIT Athletic
WEIGHT

•  Glued hand zipper pockets 
• Elastic waistband
• Invisible zipper
• Adjustable elastic leg bottom 

FEATURES

The most requested female pants in the 
Crazy collection, designed for demanding 
and uncompromising mountaineering.
Made of Endurance light fabric with DWR 
treatment, there are reinforcements of 
resistant double weave fabric on the parts 
with greater friction. Waistzipper and 
a comfortable elastic band, glued hand 
zipper pockets and an adjustable elastic 
leg bottom to suit the hiking and mountain 
boots.
 

241g

38-50

TECHNICAL

TREKKING

HIGH MOUNTAIN

ACTIVE

S22015142D-00

PANT ALPINSTAR LIGHT 

01LA BLACK-LAMBADA 44 LAMBADA 62 ENERGY01 BLACK

M
OUNTAIN  W

OM
AN - PANTS
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92 FROZEN96 CARAMELLO BACK63 POP

M
OUNTAIN W

OM
AN - PANTS



CONCEPT

FABRICS

170

SIZE

FIT
WEIGHT

Athletic

• Waistband with drawstring adjustment
• Adjustment buttons on the leg bottom

FEATURES

Our top range item, hybrid pants for 
mountaineering in the Crazy version. 
Developed and designed for the needs of 
Fast & Light alpinist, a hiking garment with 
a modern concept. The front side is made 
of resistant and bi-elastic Endurance light, 
the knees, the bottom and the back side 
are made of a very light Stretch Series. The 
soft elastic waistband has an adjustment 
cord, flat seams, reflective logos and 
adjustment buttons at the leg bottom.
 

218 g

XS-L

S22015143D-00

PERFORMANCE

TREKKING

HIGH MOUNTAIN

ACTIVE

PANT OXYGEN LIGHT

M
OUNTAIN  W

OM
AN - PANTS

01LA BLACK-LAMBADA 44 LAMBADA 62 ENERGY01 BLACK
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LIFESTYLE - W
OM

AN

CONCEPT

FEATURES

Top After represents the ability of Crazy 
to unite the practical features of its 
items with the colours and the fashion 
style. This is the logic applied for making 
lifestyle garments for the free time 
activities. 
 Some variations are made of fresh and 
natural hemp, solid colour with front 
print, the all-over variations are made 
of a fresh polyester fabric and viscose. 
The model is designed with halter-neck 
straps and crossed pleats.

• Bias cut
• Embroidered straps and back
• Some variations with handmade dyes

FABRICS

S22196104D-00

SIZE XS-XL

FIT Regular
WEIGHT 75g

TOP AFTER

X120 HULYA CARAMELLO

95 LILLA X096 MANDALA 120 AURORA X128 VAN92 FROZEN

16 BLUE X072 SHIBORI X087 DARDIK 75 GRAPHITE
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LIFESTYLE - W
OM

AN 

CONCEPT

FABRICS

FEATURES

S22196041D-00

SIZE XS-XL

FIT Regular
WEIGHT 118g

A double fabric tank top, practical and 
comfortable, can be used for free time 
or daily activities, featured with all-over 
prints. 
The inner cloth is a soft bi-elastic 
microfiber and the outer fabric is very 
light and pierced. The gathered hem 
provides an excellent fit even in larger 
sizes.

• Bias cut
• Embroidered shoulder straps and back
• Variations with handmade dyes

TOP AMARILLYS

X096 MANDALAX137 SAMARCANDA BACK

X122 HULYA LAMBADAX120 HULYA CARAMELLOX072 SHIBORIX069 TIE DYE



CONCEPT

FABRICS

FEATURES

S22096097D-00

176

SIZE XS-XXL

FIT Regular
WEIGHT 74g

Aloha t-shirt represents what is lifestyle for 
Crazy, it is a young, cheerful and colorful 
style. 
 It is made of a fresh polyester and viscose 
with all over prints, it is perfect for the hot 
weather. The twist structure with a bias 
cut and a back bottom slit provides an 
extraordinary and particular fit.

• All over print
• Breathable
• Twister structure

LIFESTYLE - W
OM

AN

T-SHIRT ALOHA 

X072 SHIBORIX069 TIE DYE

X122 HULYA LAMBADAX120 HULYA CARAMELLO

X087 DARDIK01ZE BLACK-ZEBRA

X125 FAST&LIGHT X127 ALLIUM FLOWER
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BACK X096 MANDALA

X136 DOODLES

X137 SAMARCANDA

X135 WILD GARDEN



CONCEPT

FABRICS

FEATURES

S22096093D-00

178

SIZE XS-XL

FIT Regular
WEIGHT 97g

Mandala t-shirt seems to be a perfect 
product as an everyday urban outfit, but 
like all other products by Crazy it was 
created for the free time activities in the 
woods and in the countryside. 
 It is made of natural hemp. It has a typical 
V-neck and short raw cut sleeves.

• Natural hemp 
• V-neck
• Versions with handmade dyes and effects 

available

LIFESTYLE - W
OM

AN

T-SHIRT MANDALA

75 GRAPHITE

02 WHITEX096 MANDALA 16 BLUE

95 LILLA92 FROZEN
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BACK

X120 HULYA CARAMELLO

01 BLACK

120 AURORA

X128 VAN



CONCEPT

FABRICS

FEATURES

S22096131D-00

180

SIZE XS-L

FIT Regular
WEIGHT 206g

Nice, free and colourful like a real 
Crazy-style woman. A multipurpose Ibex 
sweatshirt has no standard rules. 
 It is made of a quick dry treated microfibre 
which keeps the skin fresh and dry. The 
large hood has an adjustablet elastic 
lanyard, there is a comfortable protective 
glove with a thumbhole at the sleeve 
bottom, the rounded edge is comfortable 
and very elastic.

• Drawstring Hood 
• Thumbholes
• Fresh melange microfiber fabric

LIFESTYLE - W
OM

AN

PULL IBEX

X069 TIE DYE

95 LILLA

X072 SHIBORI X087 DARDIK

X096 MANDALA BACK
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CONCEPT

FEATURES

A long comfortable pullover hoodie from 
the pure essential collection for leisure 
time activities. 
It is made of all over printed HP 3D fabric 
that is also used for our most technical 
garments, a divisible front zipper, a nice 
large hood.

• Zip-up sweatshirt with enveloping hood
• All over digital print
• HP 3D technical fabric

FABRICS

S22025077D-00

SIZE XS-L

FIT Regular
WEIGHT 488g

PULL ARIA LIGHT
LIFESTYLE - W

OM
AN 

X072 SHIBORY X087 DARDIKX069 TIE DYE X096 MANDALA

X122 HULYA LAMBADAX120 HULYA CARAMELLO BACK



CONCEPT

FABRICS

FEATURES

S22156023D-00

182

SIZE XS-XL

FIT Regular
WEIGHT 157g

A Crazy item for the beach? It seems 
incredible, but Kimera Dress can be even 
worn at the seaside. When one speaks 
about the free time, it mean everywhere 
outside. The fabric it is made of, is a fresh, 
light and breathable microfibre with Rapid-
dry treatment. The straps are very light and 
elastic, a built-in bra has removable cups.

• Fresh microfiber fabric 
• Quick dry
• Narrow straps 
• Bra band with removable cups

LIFESTYLE - W
OM

AN

DRESS KIMERA

X122 HULYA LAMBADA X127 ALLIUM FLOWER

X072 SHIBORI

X120 HULYA CARAMELLO

01ZE BLACK-ZEBRA X069 TIE DYE
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X096 MANDALABACK

X135 WILD GARDEN



CONCEPT

FEATURES

Cheerful colorful shorts in a typical Crazy 
style, with a comfortable waistband and 
an adjustment cord, an outfit for a walk, 
but also excellent for sport climbing 
thanks to its elasticity. 
Like all the pants of the collection they 
are made of fresh, light and bi-elastic 
Performance Cotton, except for the 
jeans variation, which is still light and 
comfortable. The pocket details are 
made of the Liberty London fabric. 
It is a particular detail which won’t 
escape from those who, in addition to 
adventures, love and follow the world of 
fashion.

• Made of Performance cotton or Indigo 
jeans

• Comfortable elastic waistband with 
adjustable drawcords

• Pocket inserts made of Liberty London

FABRICS

S22016134D-00

SIZE XS-XL

FIT Regular
WEIGHT 157g

SHORT ARIA

15S3 LIGHT JEANS1501 JEANS PRINT BLUE15 JEANS

94 VENTO75 GRAPHITE74 CERISE

184
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BACK 95 LILLA





CONCEPT

FABRICS

FEATURES

S22016083D-00

SIZE XS-XL

FIT Regular
WEIGHT 171g

Long Short Kimera has always been a 
very successful product, which perfectly 
interprets the Crazy lifestyle collection, and 
it is suitable for both outdoor activities and 
the relaxing moments. 
It is made of fresh bielastic Performance 
cotton, colorful and super light, or Jeans 
cloth with the same characteristics. 
Starting from this year it is embellished 
with the inserts made of Liberty London 
fabric. It has a comfortable elastic 
waistband and bottom leg cuffs.

• Made of Performance cotton or Indigo 
jeans

• Comfortable elastic waistband
• Pocket inserts made of Liberty London
• Knit leg cuffs

L/SHORT KIMERA 

187

LIFESTYLE - W
OM

AN 

95 LILLA75 GRAPHITE

15 JEANS 74 CERISE15S3 LIGHT JEANS

94 VENTO



CONCEPT

FABRICS

FEATURES

S22016101D-00

188

SIZE XS-XL

FIT Regular
WEIGHT 258g

Pant After to be worn during the free time 
moments, walks and even outings in the 
city due to its style, but many customers 
use it for cliff or indoor climbing taking 
advantage of its comfort and lightness. 
Besides being nice and colourful, It is also a 
versatile garment.
Except for the jeans variation, which is in 
any case light and bi-elastic, all other colors 
are made of Performance Cotton. Its typical 
waistband makes it very comfortable even 
by wearing a harness, the pocket inserts 
are made of the Liberty London fabric.

• Made of Performance Cotton or Indigo 
jeans

• Comfortable elastic waistband
• Pocket inserts made of Liberty London
• Adjustable elastic legband

LIFESTYLE - W
OM

AN

PANT AFTER LIGHT

15S3 LIGHT JEANS 74 CERISE15 JEANS
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189

LIFESTYLE - W
OM

AN 

95 LILLA BACK94 VENTO75 GRAPHITE



CONCEPT

FABRICS

FEATURES

S22016126D-00

190

SIZE XS-L

FIT Athletic
WEIGHT 280g

A new entry in the lifestyle pants collection, 
a very important and representative field 
of the collection, is skinny pants perfect 
for everyday use for those who want 
to distinguish themselves by the Crazy 
brand every day. They are very elastic and 
absolutely suitable for climbing. 
 The fabric we used is performance cotton, 
comfortable and bi-elastic which, unlike 
traditional jeans, is cozy and light. Thanks 
to a comfortable waistband, it is also 
absolutely suitable for wearing a harness.

• Made of Performance Cotton or Indigo 
jeans

• Comfortable waistband
• Skinny fit

LIFESTYLE - W
OM

AN

PANT BERLIN LIGHT

15S3 LIGHT JEANS BACK15S2 GRAY DENIM15 JEANS





CONCEPT

FABRICS

FEATURES

S22016070D-00

192

SIZE XS-XL

FIT Regular
WEIGHT 324g

A forever best seller, the first item 
presented by Crazy for this collection, 
which has become really iconic.  
 It is presented in many variations of 
colour and it is made of the Performance 
cotton fabric. The elastic waistband has an 
adjustment lanyard, the pocket inserts are 
decorated with Liberty London fabric, a 
real touch of fashion. The leg bottom has 
an elastic band tight to ankles.

• Made of Performance cotton or Indigo 
jeans

• Comfortable elastic waistband
• Pocket inserts made of Liberty London
• Elastic leg band

LIFESTYLE - W
OM

AN

PANT ARIA LIGHT

15S3 LIGHT JEANS 74 CERISE15 JEANS



LIFESTYLE - W
OM

AN
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95 LILLA BACK94 VENTO75 GRAPHITE



Discover the legend of Skyrunning, 
Fabio Meraldi and  Crazy collection
It is 4 July 1993, in Alagna (VC), when the history of mountain running is regenerates into 
Skyrunning. 

Skyrunning races are the first long distance competitions of technical mountain running. This 
is where trail running will originate from in the next decades, but still now Skyrunning makes 
a kind of the most technical extreme mountain competition.

Our collection was created in 1995, with the precise target of dealing with such a type of soil!  
This is why we call our clothing line as Skyrunning. At the times of the first Skyraces, actually, 
there didn’t exist any kind of specific clothing.

The athletes of the time used to wear usual marathon shorts and cotton t-shirts. The first 
Skyrace in Alagna reached the top of Monte Rosa at the Hut Regina Margherita, at a height 
of 4554m. Do you really think it is enough to wear street clothing? Valeria Colturi, the foun-
der of Crazy, created the first  Skyrunning outfit in 1995 together with Fabio Meraldi, who is 
a real unbeaten idol of Skyrunning, choosing the most adequate textiles for the mountains 
and the technical solutions, which could allow the athletes to avoid any impact on their per-
formance.

They managed to create shorts and t-shirts yet in those times, similar to what we know now. 
Over 25 years have passed since the first Skyrace took place on the slopes of Monte Rosa, 
it was an ambitious project which completely transformed the way of running in the moun-
tains and initiated a global movement.

Fabio Meraldi wins the race within 4h 24’ and sets a record valid ever since, it is a record 
which started his legend. Today Skyrunning line by Crazy is the evolved version of the first 
collection, a pure Fast & Light style line: fast and light garments which embody the best 
performance in the mountains, exactly like the first heroes of this discipline, and like today’s 
heroes who run over the mountains of the world with all their dedication and excellence. 
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SKYRUNNING

MAN



CONCEPT

FABRICS

FEATURES

S22015211U-00

198

SIZE S-XL

FIT Athletic
WEIGHT 96g

Ultralight shorts developed for a high 
level performance of a very demanding 
consumer, best to wear for the Vertical 
Races and Sky Races in the mountains. 
The external fabric is superlight and 
quick drying, its breathability is improved 
by the laser microholes of the fabric 
and the bonded edge at the bottom. 
The underpants are studied in detail to 
guarantee freshness, comfort and support 
as the most important features. They 
are made of a slightly pierced but non-
deformable mesh. A basque, patented by 
Crazy, has two meshed pockets and a back 
zipper pocket.

• Ultralight external fabric with laser mi-
croholes                                                  

• Integrated microfibre underpants and a 
meshed shell with anti-chafing seams

• Elastic waistband with 3 meshed pockets + 
zipper pocket 

• Bottom leg welded hem

SKYRUNNING - M
AN

SHORT AIR 

62 ENERGYX015 PRINT LIGHT JEANS 96 CARAMELLO

94 VENTO BACK
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CONCEPT

FEATURES

An essential Sky Run t-shirt made of 
the fabrics differentiated in weight and 
breathability. The micropierced mesh 
on the back and sleeves to improve 
the moisture wicking, reflective inserts 
on the shoulders to improve the night 
visibility and  a mapping insert on the 
chest. The bottom hem is laser cut and 
bonded, a colour contrasting collar, there 
are some all over print options.

• Differentiated weight fabrics
• Quick dry and high breathability
• Reflective fabric on shoulders and sides
• Flat seams
• Bonded hem in the bottom

FABRICS

S22095114U-00

SIZE S-XL

FIT Athletic
WEIGHT 106g

SKYRUNNING - M
AN

T-SHIRT AIR 

96 CARAMELLO62 ENERGY 62BL ENERGY-BLUETTE

94 VENTO101 VENTO-RED BACK



CONCEPT

FABRICS

FEATURES

S22015218U-00

200

SIZE S-XXL

FIT Athletic
WEIGHT 112g

Short Flash has only been altered a bit 
since the original model was presented 
in 1995, when the Sky market didn’t exist 
yet, this is why we can call it the “”father”” 
of the garments developed for moutain 
running.  
It is made of a light external microfibre 
of high performance with a quick dry 
and water repellent treatment. The inner 
underpants, unlike most of those available 
in the market, are the real underwear, 
fresh and supportive, with inside out 
seams to prevent chafing. The basque 
is completed with 5 pockets for a better 
handling of the gel, windproof and other 
items necessary for a long distance race. 
The external fabric has a bonded, laser 
pierced hem.

• Micropierced and water repellent external 
fabric 

• Highly supportive underpants made of 
microfibre with external seams 

• Complete basque with 5 pockets

SKYRUNNING - M
AN

SHORT FLASH 

X015 PRINT LIGHT JEANS 62 ENERGY

94 VENTO

96 CARAMELLO

BACK
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94 VENTO

62 ENERGY 96 CARAMELLO

BACK

CONCEPT

FEATURES

Just like the shorts, the homonymous 
t-shirt was presented by Crazy in the 
mid 90s. Further updates and alterations 
made this t-shirt become a real must-
have for Sky and trail running. 
From the very beginning, we believe 
that the front zipper should be light, 
invisible and much longer to ensure a 
better performance while going uphill 
when you need more fresh air. Thus, 
a collar higher than average and a 
compact weave frontal fabric offer an 
effective wind protection and ensure 
a better coverage when the climate is 
more severe at higher altitudes. The 
pockets are placed on the sides instead 
of the back so that the best tight-fit 
can be enjoyed. There is a better racing 
comfort as  the items in the pockets are 
motionless.

• Long zipper to improve ventilation when 
climbing

• Front fabric slightly windblock treated
• 4 side pockets

FABRICS

S22095057U-00

SIZE S-XL

FIT Athletic
WEIGHT 154g

SKYRUNNING - M
AN

T-SHIRT FLASH 



CONCEPT

FABRICS

FEATURES

S22195028U-00

202

SIZE S-XL

FIT Athletic
WEIGHT 89g

Thunder singlet is an item designed to 
enhance the best performances. It is a 
technological jewel that combines the 
laser application with digital prints. The 
fabric it is made of is extremely light, the 
body mapping treated with different lasers 
makes it visually more technological and 
offers a perfect ventilation. The neckline 
and the bottom hem are laser cut.

• Laser body mapping
• Quick dry
• Digital printing   
• Bottom hem and neckline lasercut

SKYRUNNING - M
AN

SINGLET THUNDER 

96 CARAMELLO62 ENERGY

94 VENTO BACK
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CONCEPT

FEATURES

A lightweight hybrid vest for running, 
windproof and water-repellent on the 
front and on the shoulders, breathable 
on the back, essential for mid-season 
outings or by uncertain weather 
conditions.
Among the best features there is the 
minimum volume, the low weight and 
the great versatility. The nylon chosen by 
Crazy is elastic Toray with a wind block 
membrane, the whole back side is made 
of a breathable mesh. The high collar 
will be a pleasant discovery when the 
weather is hot, the front zipper opening,  
three storage pockets on the back. Flat 
seams all over the item.

• Windproof and water-repellent on the 
front side and shoulders

• Breathable mesh on the back
• 3 storage pockets on the back
• Polo neck

FABRICS

S22035041U-00

SIZE S-XL

FIT Athletic
WEIGHT 160g

SKYRUNNING - M
AN

VEST FLASH 

96 CARAMELLO62 ENERGY

94 VENTO BACK



CONCEPT

FABRICS

FEATURES

S22055188U-00

204

SIZE S-XL

FIT Athletic
WEIGHT 166g

A jewel, an ultimate jacket! It doesn’t fear 
when compared to anything else existing 
in the market because it was created with 
the only goal to make it easier for those 
running under the pouring rain in the 
mountains. 
The fabric is a 2,75 volume 20k mm water 
repellent light nylon Dermizax, breathable 
and packable. All the seams are taped 
and stretchy, the hood is adjustable 
with a microfibre sweatband and a rigid 
visor, two pockets are placed on the 
back with a safety flap, ideal for gloves, 
bands, energy bars and gel to use during 
the race. Moreover, there is the Shark 
system invented by Crazy, with breathing 
areas under the armpit that prevent 
the condensation inside. It is the only 
jacket that keeps dry due to being both 
waterproof and breathable.

• 2 fast-lock back pockets
• Adjustable hood
• Taped seams
• 20K mm waterproof
• ITRA compliance                                              
• Innovative SHARK aeration system by Crazy

SKYRUNNING - M
AN

JKT SHARK MAN

94 VENTO

62 ENERGY 96 CARAMELLO

BACK



SKYRUNNING

WOMAN



CONCEPT

FABRICS

FEATURES

S22015197D-00

206

SIZE XS-L

FIT Athletic
WEIGHT 66g

Running shorts of minimal style with a raw 
cut seamless inner underpants, created 
with the idea of short distance, fast and 
nervous mountain running or Vertical 
races, where the easiness and freedom of 
movements is fundamental. 
The fabric they are made of is a very 
light Light stretch, bi-elastic, quick dry. 
The innovative laser cut system applied 
to differentiated areas facilitates the 
ventilation. An high elastic basque with 
pockets for small items such as a gel, laser-
cut and bottom hem bonded.

• VK minimal shorts 
• High waistband with pockets
• Differentiated laser cut areas 
• Raw cut inner underpants                                           
• Stretch Graphene treated fabric

SHORT LIGHTNING   

SKYRUNNING - W
OM

AN

01ZE BLACK-ZEBRA X125 FAST&LIGHTX015 PRINT LIGHT JEANS

X096 MANDALA BACK
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44 LAMBADA X125 FAST&LIGHTX015 PRINT LIGHT JEANS

X096 MANDALA BACK

CONCEPT

FEATURES

Skort running is the most representative 
item of the collection, a real ”must have 
” for the athletes who take part in the 
Sky races or long trails.
The inner half-leg shorts with a slightly 
compressive effect ismade of the 
italian Revolutional Slim fabric, and 
its micromassage effect significantly 
reduces the buildup of the lactic acid. 
The skirt is made of a very light Light 
Stretch fabric layer with differentiated 
ventilation micro Laser cut. The 
waistband has a multipocket basque and 
a bonded hem. 

• Revolutional Slim inner shorts
• It improves the microcirculation redu-

cing the buildup of the lactic acid
• Laser cut differentiated ventilation 
• 3 pockets on the waistband, including a 

zipped one 
• Bonded hem

FABRICS

S22045015D-00

SIZE XS-L

FIT Athletic
WEIGHT 113g

SKORT VOLTAGE 
SKYRUNNING - W

OM
AN



CONCEPT

FABRICS

FEATURES

S22015199D-00

208

SIZE XS-L

FIT Athletic
WEIGHT 120g

3/4 pants for long workouts, perfect for 
mid-seasons or for running at a high 
altitude.
Made of differentiated fabrics, Revolutional 
slim  helps get rid of the lactic acid and 
improve the microcirculation. Micro-
piercing laser cut technology helps 
differentiate the areas where greater 
ventilation is required. The leg bottom 
hem is raw cut. The comfortable waistband 
has a large meshed pocket and another 
rear zipper pocket as well as two pockets 
with an easy pocket closure on the sides, 
embellished with reflective logos. 

• Differentiated fabrics
• Differentiated breathability through lase-

red micro-areas
• Multi-pocket band and back zipper pocket
• Two pockets with easy pocket closure on 

the sides

PANT MID PRESSURE

SKYRUNNING - W
OM

AN

01ZE BLACK-ZEBRA X125 FAST&LIGHT X127 ALLIUM FLOWER

X096 MANDALA BACK
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CONCEPT

FEATURES

Coloured sport bra, comfortable and 
breathable, specifically designed for 
sports activities.
It is made of a light stretch microfibre 
with a differentiated structure as 
required and with an anti-odor 
treatment. A high band increases the 
stability and does not create frictions, 
the cups are removable and provide 
better support.

• Built-in bra with removable cups 
• High band for better stability

FABRICS

S22195037D-00

SIZE XS-L

FIT Athletic
WEIGHT 57g

BRA LIGHTNING 
SKYRUNNING - W

OM
AN

01ZE BLACK-ZEBRA

X096 MANDALA

X125 FAST&LIGHT X127 ALLIUM FLOWER

BACK



CONCEPT

FABRICS

FEATURES

S22195040D-00

210

SIZE XS-L

FIT Athletic
WEIGHT 113g

A high-performance, technological running 
Top, developed with our own “know how” 
in modelling and our experience in the 
digital printing technology. 
It is an innovative item we created by 
destructuring a model and applying body 
mapping with laser piercing following 
the needs of the body based on different 
ventilation areas. The graphic design was 
customised with the laser application 
creating an exclusive effect. 
There is used a particularly light microfibre. 
The straps and the bottom edge are laser 
cut without  a hem.

• Quick dry microfibre fabric 
• Body mapping by differentiated laser 

treatment
• Flat colour contrasting seams 

TOP VOLTAGE

SKYRUNNING - W
OM

AN

01ZE BLACK-ZEBRA X125 FAST&LIGHT X127 ALLIUM FLOWER

X096 MANDALA BACK
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CONCEPT

FEATURES

Voltage t-shirt includes all our know 
how in modelling and our experience 
in the digital printing technology. It 
is an innovative item we created by 
destructuring a model and applying body 
mapping with laser piercing following 
the needs of the body based on different 
ventilation areas. The graphic design 
was customised with laser application 
creating an exclusive effect. 
It is made of a light microfibre with an 
anti-odor treatment. Bottom edge and 
bottom sleeve are laser cut and bonded.

• Quick dry microfibre fabric 
• Body mapping by differentiated laser 

treatment
• Flat colour contrasting seams 

FABRICS

S22095126D-00

SIZE XS-L

FIT Athletic
WEIGHT 113g

SKYRUNNING - W
OM

AN

T-SHIRT VOLTAGE

01ZE BLACK-ZEBRA

BACK

X125 FAST&LIGHT X127 ALLIUM FLOWER

X096 MANDALA



X127 ALLIUM FLOWER

X096 MANDALAX135 WILD GARDEN X136 DOODLES

X125 FAST&LIGHT01ZE BLACK-ZEBRA

CONCEPT

FEATURES

A t-shirt designed for running and a 
high intenisty activities during the 
hottest days. It is made of an incredibly 
breathable and light fabric. Built-in 
inner top of quick dry microfibre, easily 
removable by a little button. Curved hem 
with meshed side inserts.

• Super light fabric
• Removable bra thanks to a little button
• Meshed side inserts

FABRICS

S22096135D-00

SIZE XS-L

FIT Athletic
WEIGHT 68g

T-SHIRT SLASH 

212



CONCEPT

FABRICS

FEATURES

S22055101D-00

SIZE XS-L

FIT Athletic
WEIGHT 156g

An ultimate women’s jacket! It doesn’t 
fear when compared to anything else 
existing in the market because it was 
created with the only goal to make 
it easier for those running under the 
pouring rain in the mountains. 
The fabric is a 2,75 volume 20k mm 
water repellent light nylon Dermizax, 
breathable and packable. All the seams 
are taped and stretchy, the hood is 
adjustable with a microfibre sweatband 
and a rigid visor, two pockets are placed 
on the back with a safety flap, ideal for 
gloves, bands, energy bars and gel to 
use during the race. Moreover, there 
is the Shark system invented by Crazy, 
with breathing areas under the armpit 
that prevent the condensation inside. It 
is the only jacket that keeps dry due to 
being both waterproof and breathable.

• 2 fast-lock back pockets
• Adjustable hood
• Taped seams
• 20K mm waterproof
• ITRA compliance                                             
• Innovative SHARK aeration system by 

Crazy

JKT SHARK WOMAN

213

SKYRUNNING - W
OM

AN

X096 MANDALA

44 LAMBADA X125 FAST&LIGHT X127 ALLIUM FLOWER

BACK
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ACCESSORIES
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ACCESSORIES

CONCEPT

FABRICS

FEATURES

SIZE ONE SIZE

FIT -
WEIGHT 19g

A raw cut head band for high intensity 
running. 
It is made of a light microfibre with a 
graphene print.

• Quick dry microfibre
• Reflective inserts
• Raw cut

62 ENERGY

01ZE BLACK-ZEBRA

111 FROZEN-DEGRADE’ 116 POP-DEGRADE’114 WHITE-DEGRADE’

106 ENERGY-DEGRADE’ 

107 CARAMELLO-DEGRADE’

117 ENERGY-DEGRADE’ W

109 VENTO-DEGRADE’ 110 SULFUR-DEGRADE’

112 LAMBADA-DEGRADE’

X125 FAST&LIGHT X127 ALLIUM FLOWER

94 VENTO93 LIKEN

X136 DOODLES

X096 MANDALA

96 CARAMELLO

X135 WILD GARDEN

CONCEPT

S22126031X-00

CRAZY BAND SHARP CUT



CONCEPT

FABRICS

FEATURES

S22126002X-00

218

ACCESSORIES

SIZE ONE SIZE

FIT -
WEIGHT 17g

A high head band with a streight cut for 
the medium intensity activities. 
It is made of a light microfibre, doubled.

• High band
• Over all print

X096 MANDALA01ZE BLACK-ZEBRA

X136 DOODLESX069 TIE DYE

X120 HULYA CARAMELLO

X125 FAST&LIGHT

X122 HULYA LAMBADA

X135 WILD GARDEN

X127 ALLIUM FLOWER

X072 SHIBORI

BAND CRAZY DOUBLE
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ACCESSORIES

CONCEPT

FEATURES

SIZE ONE SIZE

FIT -
WEIGHT 14g

A seamless elastic band, completely 
pierced, areas with major opening 
provide a better ventilation quickly 
distributing the sweat.

• High band
• No seams
• Pierced

09 SULFUR

93 LIKEN

32 TURQUOISE

62 ENERGY

94 VENTO

44 LAMBADA 63 POP

95 LILLA 96 CARAMELLO

CONCEPT

S22125048X-00

BAND GO



CONCEPT

FABRICS

FEATURES

S22385003X-00

220

ACCESSORIES

SIZE ONE SIZE

FIT -
WEIGHT 31g

A multipurpose tube, a cap, a neck tube, a 
light sweatband. 
 It is made of seamless Primaloft yarn.

• Multipurpose tube
• Made of Primaloft

62 ENERGY

01ZE BLACK-ZEBRA X069 TIE DYE

94 VENTO

X122 HULYA LAMBADA

X096 MANDALAX072 SHIBORI

X135 WILD GARDEN X136 DOODLES

X138 LOST IN PARADISE

X139 LOST IN PARADISE-LIKEN

X052 PRINT PATAGONIA

X126 POSTER X127 ALLIUM FLOWERX123 WOLF X124 MY DEAR

X120 HULYA CARAMELLO

X121 PINE TREE

X125 FAST&LIGHT

96 CARAMELLO

NECK GUARD CRAZY
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ACCESSORIES

CONCEPT

FABRICS

FEATURES

SIZE ONE SIZE

FIT -
WEIGHT 21g

Lightweight visor made of a breathable 
mesh, designed for running, 
completely stretchy. A micro-pierced 
visor is highly compressible. Reflective 
logos and inserts and quick-drying 
treatment.

• Breathable mesh fabric
• Semirigid, micro-pierced, compressi-

ble visor 
• Quick-dry

62 ENERGY

01ZE BLACK-ZEBRA

107 CARAMELLO-DEGRADE’

106 ENERGY-DEGRADE’

108 LIKEN-DEGRADE’ 109 VENTO-DEGRADE’ 110 SULFUR-DEGRADE’

114 WHITE-DEGRADE’

X125 FAST&LIGHT X127 ALLIUM FLOWER

94 VENTO

X136 DOODLES

X096 MANDALA

96 CARAMELLO

X135 WILD GARDEN

CONCEPT

S22125042X-00

PACMAN VISOR



CONCEPT

FABRICS

FEATURES

S22125041X-00

222

ACCESSORIES

SIZE ONE SIZE

FIT -
WEIGHT 30g

A light cap designed for running, 
completely stretchy, with breathable mesh 
inserts. A micro-pierced visor is highly 
compressible. Reflective logos and inserts 
and quick-drying treatment.

• Breathable mesh fabric
• Semirigid, micro-pierced, compressible 

visor 
•  Quick-dry”

62 ENERGY

01ZE BLACK-ZEBRA

106 ENERGY-DEGRADE’ 107 CARAMELLO-DEGRADE’

108 LIKEN-DEGRADE’ 109 VENTO-DEGRADE’ 110 SULFUR-DEGRADE’

114 WHITE-DEGRADE’

X125 FAST&LIGHT X127 ALLIUM FLOWER

94 VENTO

X136 DOODLES

96 CARAMELLO

X096 MANDALA X135 WILD GARDEN

PACMAN CAP RUN
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ACCESSORIES

CONCEPT

FABRICS

SIZE

SIZE

ONE SIZE

XS-XL

FIT

FIT

-

-

WEIGHT

WEIGHT

70g

40g

• Available with flat or curved visor
• Adjustment settings on the back side

• Multipockets band for running
• Security keichain hook 
• Quick-dry microfiber
• Reflective logos

FEATURES

FEATURES

A “Crazy style” cotton cap, both with a 
flat and curved visor, with adjustment 
settings on the back side. 

Essential multipockets belt both for 
running and easy trekking. It could 
be used to carry small items during 
the competition or training: a gel, a 
band, glasses, gloves, a cap or a light 
waterproof jacket. You won’t lose 
anything thanks to the pocket security 
system.

CONCEPT

CONCEPT

CODICE

S22386004X-00

CAP BRO

CRAZY FAST&LIGHT BELT 

16 BLUE

62 ENERGY18 GRAY

X123 WOLF

62 ENERGY

93 LIKEN

X136 DOODLES

63 POP 

94 VENTO 

X125 FAST&LIGHT

X124 MY DEAR X126 POSTERX128 VAN X138 LOST IN PARADISE

X120 HULYA CARAMELLO 01ZE BLACK ZEBRA X096 MANDALA

94 VENTO 95 LILLA BACK



CONCEPT

SIZE 35-38;39-42;43-46

FIT -
WEIGHT 25g

• MID socks
• Differentiated weight
• Female print variations also available

FEATURES

Modern socks made of a light and 
elastic microfibre with a differentiated 
structure to always be tight-fitting to 
the foot. All over digital print. Ankle 
length 15 cm.

CONCEPT

S22385005X-00

CRAZY SOCKS

62 ENERGY 94 VENTO

X069 TIE DYE

96 CARAMELLO 106 ENERGY-
DEGRADE’

107 CARAMELLO-
DEGRADE’

108 LIKEN-
DEGRADE’

109 VENTO-
DEGRADE’

113 LILLA-
DEGRADE’

X138 LOST IN
PARADISE

114 WHITE-DEGRADE’

X139 LOST IN
PARADISE LIKEN

X125 FAST&LIGHT

X093 DUSK

X135 WILD 
GARDEN

X126 POSTER

X123 WOLF

X092 BEAR

X096 MANDALA X136 DOODLES

X121 PINE TREE 01ZE BLACK-ZEBRAX124 MY DEAR

X127 ALLIUM FLOWER

224
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09 SULFUR 44 LAMBADA 62 ENERGY

62BL ENERGY-BLUETTE 63 POP 93 LIKEN

94 VENTO 95 LILLA 96 CARAMELLO 114 WHITE-DEGRADE’

225

ACCESSORIES

SIZE 35-38;39-42;43-46

FIT -
WEIGHT 30g

FEATURES

With the latest technology application 
we got ultra light socks, very fresh, 
with a better ventilation which keeps 
your feet and toes dry. No seams, the 
ankle band is not tight.

CONCEPT

S22385002X-00

CRAZY CARBON SOCKS

• Short socks
• Ultra light



Pertex QUANTUM is a tightly woven fabric made of incre-
dibly fine yarn, what results in a light and soft fabric that 
provides insulation for completely softness. It’s windpro-
of to keep warm, it is soft enough to increase comfort, 
and also lightweight and packable.

From the beginning of the 2000s, I have 
searched an alternative to the zip below 
the armpit to foster the breathability of 
the garments.

I wanted a minimalist solution, simpler, more comfor-
table and reliable. I therefore studied an autonomous 
ventilation system, which was activated, like an involun-
tary muscle, with the wearer’s own movement. I won-
dered if there was something in nature that had already 
solved this problem and I was inspired by the gills of 
sharks. I created an inverted opening ventilation system. 
The air filters through the opening while the water 
slides from above without being able to enter the hole. 
In order for this to happen, I have positioned the holes 
strategically: they open through the natural movement 
of the arms. Thanks to this technology, the garments are 
breathable and waterproof at the same time.

The special dry technology finish is resistant and 
comfortable to wear. The improved water repellency 
enhances the membrane’s performance. Non-porous 
Dermizax membrane is highly waterproof and 
moisture permeable.

Fabrics/Technologies

226
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Fabrics/Technologies

Nylon with a mechanical stretch and rip-stop anti-tear structure. 
Incredibly light, only 21gr./mq with a special 7 denier yarn, it is very 
soft and pleasant to touch. The water repellent treatment helps wick 
moisture.

Rapid Dry keeps the body fresh and dry during the workout. It hi-
ghlights its soft and elastic properties through touching your skin. It 
expels the sweat and gets dry faster.

Innovative fabric 3 layer Full Stretch with a breathable, waterproof 
PU film laminate offers High level of wind and water protection with 
excellent breathability and elasticity. Ideal for athletes always on the 
move.

Reflective mesh printed on a bi-elastic fabric base to place on the 
strategic points, it significantly improves night visibility, a very useful 
safety detail during physical activities under the conditions of poor 
visibility.   



Fabrics/Technologies

Polartec® Alpha® was originally developed for the US Special 
Forces when they requested a more advanced insulation ma-
terial in their combat uniforms. This fabric is a new active in-
sulation technology that adjusts the body temperature during 
dynamic and static activities. The latest update in the adaptive 
breathability helps eliminate the need of removing or adding 
any layers during the activity. The Direct variation provides the 
best performance when used immediately, without doubling it 
with an inner lining.

 
Crazy has always cooperated with the sup-
pliers certified by bluesign® technologies. 
The company, based in Switzerland, takes part in manu-
facturing the textiles we use, in order to confirm that the 
chemicals, materials and treatments are in compliance 
with the norms for the human health and the environ-
ment. By using bluesign® certified fabrics, we can be sure 
of having a high quality product and also reducing the en-
vironmental impact. 
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47 gr./sqm very light fabric, super soft 4 
way stretch, breathable, water repellent, 
high comfort level.

RIP-STOP 
 
Fabric chosen by Crazy for its best high per-
formance jackets. The mechanical stretch 
nylon with a rip-stop structure. A light, resi-
stant, elastic and water repellent article.
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Fabrics/Technologies 

Polartec® Delta™ is engineered with elevated structures knit 
across the fabric surface to increase airflow, reduce friction, and 
dissipate heat. This specialized knit construction is enhanced 
with a hydrophobic and hydrophilic yarn blend for advanced 
moisture management. Delta’s innovative fabric composition 
regulates dry times and allows breathability when wet. By wor-
king in sync with the body’s natural cooling response, Delta™ 
outperforms other base fabrics in hot conditions.

TECHNOLOGY

TENCEL® branded lyocell fibers are the lyocell fibers from the 
house of Lenzing. They are of botanic origin, since they are ex-
tracted from the raw wood. The fiber production is extremely 
environmentally friendly, due to the closed loop system. The 
day TENCEL® fibers were invented started a new chapter in the 
fiber history. TENCEL® fiber textiles absorb better than cotton, 
they are softer than silk and cooler than linen.

4-WAY STRETCH

COMPOSITION: 94% POLYESTER 6% ELASTANE

HIGHPERFORMANCE series is made up of technical fabrics 
especially developed to warm up the body while keeping it dry. 
It is perfect to use as a technical  second layer of the mountain 
clothing, to wear under a heavier second layers. The fabric is 
bi-stretch and non-deformable, making it comfortable and cozy 
once one puts it on, and being also anti-pilling, over time it will 
remain as new as before. 

COMPOSITION: 94% POLYESTER 6% ELASTANE

HIGHPERFORMANCE 3D fabric is developed to warm up the 
body while keeping it dry. It is perfect to use as a technical  se-
cond layer of the mountain clothing, to wear under a heavier 
pull. The fabric is bi-stretch and non-deformable, making it 
comfortable and cozy once one puts it on, and being also an-
ti-pilling, over time it will remain as new as before. Thanks to its 
internal honeycomb structure, it quickly dissipates the moistu-
re that is created inside. It provides a better ventilation thanks 
to the air channeled into the honeycomb’s lattice.

4-WAY STRETCH



Fabrics/Technologies
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A new line of technical fabrics by Maglificio Corno. Imagine a 
soft, elastic, breathable and dry fabric under any conditions. 
It’s your second skin that follows all your movements and 
enhances your performance. Try to satisfy your passion for 
sports and improve your records. With THINK44 you are final-
ly free to think about yourself, have fun!

Wicking finishing is the moisture absorbent additive whi-
ch efficiently absorbs body perspiration quickly and wick it 
away from the textile surface. Affected by diffusion and air 
convection on the surface of the textile, the moisture quickly 
evaporates, leaving the textile dry. Wearing clothes made of 
this product can keep the skin cool and comfortable. 

S. Café® technology, with a low-temperature, high-pressure 
and energy saving process, combines coffee grounds onto 
the yarn surface, changing the characteristics of the filament, 
and offers up to 200% faster drying time compared to cot-
ton. Also, the micro-pores on S. Café® coffee grounds absorb 
odors and reflect UV rays all the time!

• Easy body moisture absorption.
• Quick dry out.
• High level comfort.
• Good durability

Reflective mesh printed on a bi-elastic fabric base to 
place on the strategic points, it significantly improves 
night visibility, a very useful safety detail during physical 
activities under the conditions of poor visibility.



Mèlange fabric with flammè effect guarantees a 
great covering and a perfect wearability for any gar-
ment, it perfectly fits the body shape while creating 
comfort and wellness. being breathable and  qui-
ck-drying, it fits like the second skin and it is plea-
sant to wear.

COMPOSITION: 85% 
MICROPOLYAMIDE 

Used to make pants long and short, this fabric is excel-
lent for its breathability, regulating the body humidity 
grade and balancing the temperature. Endurance light 
with DWR treatment resists to water and dirty and 
once on is soft and comfortable. Bi-elastic but at the 
same time very robust, it’s a garment suitable to the 
athletic looking for a product to use intensely.

SOFT-TOUCH 
Canvas fabric, fresh, resistant and water 
repellent thanks to a special treatment. It is 
light, bi-elastic and tear and abrasion resi-
stant.
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Fabrics/Technologies 

The upgrade of strech power, right compression 
ability.
Several of the key benefits offered by super 
stretch apparel relate to the garment’s ability to 
increase fabrics recovery rate. 
To achieve all benefits, we create STRETCH PLUS 
to provide you the best compression while you 
exercising.
- Long lift compression
- Wide range application
- 4way super stretch

PANT

PANT

PANT



Double weave fabric made with high tenacity yarn which gives 
high resistance and protection without affecting perspiration 
and elasticity.

The most technologically advanced member of the Revolutional™ 
family, it is made of Nurel, a microencapsulated fiber, rich in active 
principles such as caffeine, Vitamin E, retinol, fat acids and aloe vera. 
The joint action of such active principles and a regular use of gar-
ments made with Revolutional™ Slim for no less than 8 hours a day 
for 8 weeks – helps decreasing the cottage cheese appearance of the 
skin typical of cellulite and remodeling the silhouette.

The polyester member of the Revolutional™ family. Ideal for transfer 
printing, ultra-white and extra-matt, Shiro enhances the brightness 
of printed colours. It is also extremely pilling and abrasions resistant 
– it has scored a 5 in all rigorous tests passed.

REVOLUTIONAL™ SLIM

REVOLUTIONAL SHIRO

COMPOSITION 71% POLYAMIDE MICRO 29% ELASTANE

COMPOSITION 80% POLYESTER MICRO 20% ELASTANE

A new generation of stretch fabrics with an innovative 
2-blend technology, maximum elasticity and better resistan-
ce. Elastane provides the garment with an excellent shape 
restoration and its high elasticity makes the item suitable for 
a highly technical application and ensures a great comfort. 

Fabrics/Technologies
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PANT

PANT

PANT



The fabric of this garment is made of a dyed Natural Blue 
Indigo yarn. With every wash the item will lose colour 
developing a worn look. This feature cannot be conside-
red a defect, but a very special feature.

The Fusion dye is an enzymatic dye that reduces water 
consumption, creating a bit worn look and lowering the 
environmental impact.

Liberty fabrics have been creating inspiring textiles since 
1875 and continue to add original designs to their wide 
range. Being focused on colours and details proves that 
the rich Liberty design heritage keeps on living.

A very light single layer fabric, mainly used for the 
Skyrunning collection, very light, only 47 gr. / sqm, soft 
to touch and typically elastic, breathable and waterproof 
treated.

Fabrics/Technologies 
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PANT

PANT

PANT



The innovative microfiber fabric, 
which unites a fine look with a 
particular softness and elegant 
fluidity. Breathable, light and easy 
to treat, it creates the best comfort 
by touching the skin.

It is a treatment with 
a durable freshness, it 
protects fabrics from the 
environmental odors and 
from those that come from 
bacteria. It has an excep-
tional efficiency and dura-
bility, up to 100 washings, 
it doesn’t reduce the brea-
thability of the fabric. 
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Starting with SS21 season we have decided to introduce hemp as a reference material for our lifestyle collection. 
We made this choice considering the low impact that hemp makes on the environment compared to cotton: this material doesn’t require much 
irrigation or fertilizers. It is also highly appreciated for its high breathability, for the comfort it provides as a fabric and for the fact that it is 
anti-bacterial and anti-odor. 
We involved a supplier that pays attention to the sustainability as a mission. In fact, the company we work together with applies numerous pre-
cautions to limit its impact on the environment: for example, it implements constant controls over the energy and water waste. Due to the close 
location of their plant to the fields and production labs, the company can have an effective control over all the steps of the hemp production 
chain, from harvesting to fibers manufacturing, up to spinning and dyeing of the fabrics. This geographical location allows them to have a seve-
re quality control on the products, as well as on the respect of social and environmental standards, certified by independent external laborato-
ries. This company is at the forefront in the fabrics production that follow the latest technological development in this field.

A NOBEL MATERIAL FOR THE CRAZY COLLECTION
Graphene is a technology that has a lot of applications. It is printed on the fabrics in a single layer of graphite, a sheet 
that is so thin that it is imperceptible to the touch.
In this single layer of graphite, the atoms position themselves in a honeycomb shape. Its discovery, happened in 2004, 
has been so important that the scientists who have realised it have won the Nobel prize in 2010. The EU is so convin-
ced about the potential of this material that it invested 1 billion on the Graphene Flagship project, in order to discover 
new usage for this material. It is named “the Wonderland material” and it has applications in numerous fields, such as 
technology and sport. 
Many are the benefits that the graphene can provide to the items that you wear and that you will make your customers 
wore: 

• Perfect termoregulation. The heat in excess is dissipated when it is warm, while the heat 
 body is preserved in case of cold weather.
• High conductivity. People are protected by electromagnetic interferences and by the accu mulation of electrostatic 
charges.
• Bacteriostatic properties. The replication of bacteria on the fabric is inhibited by the graphene.
• Elasticity, lightness and resistance to the abrasion.

This material will allow you to feel at ease and safer with the items you wear, all without a heavier garment nor any 
obstacles in the movements.
Scientists are making important discoveries on the graphene. Crazy, always on the cutting edge in the usage of functio-
nal materials for the most demanding sport enthusiasts, follows the development of the research in this sector to grant 
you the best for your products.



WOMEN’S APPAREL SIZING

MEN’S APPAREL SIZING

CONVERSIONE TAGLIE/SIZE CONVERSION

A

B

C

D

I
L

H

E

F

XS S M L XL XXL

40 /4 2 44 46/4 8 50 52/5 4 56

I cm. 165 170 175 180 185 190

A cm. 85/89 90/94 95/99 100/104 105/109 110/114

B cm. 75/79 80/84 85/89 90/94 95/99 100/104

C cm. 90/94 95/99 100/104 105/109 110/114 115/119

F cm. 82,5 85 87,5 90 92,5 95

D cm. 40 41 42 43 44 45

E cm. 78 80 82 84 86 88

L cm. 19/20 20/21 21/22 22/23 23/24 24/25

H cm. 55/56 57/58 59/60

I

A

G

B

C

F

D

E

L

38 40/4 2 44 46/4 8 50 52/54

cm. 163 168 173 178 180 182

cm. 76/80 81/85 86/90 91/95 96/100 101/105

cm. 79/83 84/88 89/93 94/98 99/103 104/108

cm. 60/64 65/69 70/74 75/79 80/84 85/90

cm. 85/89 90/94 95/99 100/104 105/109 110/115

cm. 77,5 80 82,5 85 87,5 90

cm. 37 38 39 40 41 42

cm. 76 78 80 82 84 86

cm. 17/18 18/19 19/20 20/21 21/22 22/23

cm. 55/56 57/58 59/60

XS S M L XL XXL

H

A

G

B

C

D

E

F

H

L
I
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MOUNTAIN MAN - T-SHIRTS MAN

PULL NEUTRON LIGHT - PG.64

T-SHIRT ACCELERATION - PG.56

MOUNTAIN MAN

PULL RESOLUTION LIGHT - PG.62-63 PULL RESOLUTION LIGHT - PG.62-63

T-SHIRT RESOLUTION - PG.54-55 T-SHIRT RESOLUTION - PG.54-55

T-SHIRT LEGEND - PG.50-51 T-SHIRT LEGEND - PG.50-51

PULL DIRECTOR LIGHT - PG.60

T-SHIRT LOGO - PG.48-49 T-SHIRT LOGO - PG.48-49

MOUNTAIN MAN - MID LAYERST-SHIRT VIPER - PG.52

PULL PEGASUS- PG.61

OVERVIEW
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SHORT SUPER - PG.78

PANT RESOLUTION LIGHT - PG.88-89 PANT RESOLUTION LIGHT - PG.88-89

SHORT PEGASUS - PG.76-77 SHORT PEGASUS - PG.76-77

PANT SUPER - PG.86

SHORT ACCELERATION - PG.82SHORT RESOLUTION LIGHT - PG.80-81 SHORT RESOLUTION LIGHT - PG.80-81

PANT VIPER LIGHT - PG.90-91 PANT VIPER LIGHT - PG.90-91

MOUNTAIN MAN - PANTS

JKT BOOSTED PROOF MAN - PG.72JKT FLY MAN - PG.71 MMOUNTAIN MAN - SHORTS

JKT ACCELERATION LIGHT - PG. 70JKT AVENGER LIGH - PG.69MOUNTAIN MAN - JACKETSPULL ACCELERATION - PG.65 VEST AVENGER LIGHT - PG.68



MOUNTAIN WOMAN - TOPSMOUNTAIN WOMAN
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PANT DELAY LIGHT - PG.108 PANT GULLIVER LIGHT - PG.110-111 PANT GULLIVER LIGHT - PG.110-111

SHORT GULP - PG.104-105SHORT GULP - PG.104-105L/SHORT COPPER - PG.102-103 PANT JOKER LIGHT - PG. 106-107 PANT JOKER LIGHT - PG. 106-107

L/SHORT COPPER - PG.102-103T-SHIRT GULLIVER - PG.98 PULL DELAY - PG.100T-SHIRT DELAY - PG.99 PULL GULLIVER - PG.101

T-SHIRT JOKER - PG.96-97 T-SHIRT JOKER - PG.96-97PANT ACCELERATION LIGHT - PG.92-93 PANT ACCELERATION LIGHT - PG.92-93 MOUNTAIN MAN - LIFESTYLE



MOUNTAIN WOMAN - T-SHIRTS
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PULL OXYGEN LIGHT - PG.136-137 PULL OXYGEN LIGHT - PG.136-137PULL IONIC LIGHT - PG.134-135 PULL IONIC LIGHT - PG.134-135

PULL EXIT LIGHT - PG.132MOUNTAIN WOMAN - MID LAYERST-SHIRT OXYGEN - PG.126 PULL DIXY - PG.130-131 PULL DIXY - PG.130-131

T-SHIRT IONIC - PG.125T-SHIRT EXIT- PG.124T-SHIRT MOUNTAIN FLASH - PG.122-123 T-SHIRT MOUNTAIN FLASH - PG.122-123T-SHIRT INSTINCT - PG.120-121

T-SHIRT INSTINCT - PG.120-121MOUNTAIN WOMAN - T-SHIRTSTOP BREAK - PG.116TOP SHINY - PG.115 TOP SIRIO - PG.117
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JKT BOOSTED PROOF WOMAN - PG.147

PANT STYLE - PG.160.161

SHORT ALPINSTAR - PG.154-155 SHORT ALPINSTAR - PG.154-155

JKT FLY WOMAN - PG.146

MOUNTAIN WOMAN - PANTS

SHORT EXIT - PG.152-153 SHORT EXIT - PG.152-153

SHORT INSTINCT - PG.150

SKORT HIDROGEN - PG.157

MOUNTAIN WOMAN - SHORTS/SKORTS

SKORT EXIT - PG.156

SHORT WONDER MAGIC - PG.151

MID SHORT EXIT - PG.158

JKT OXYGEN - PG.144-145

JKT WOODSTOCK LIGHT - PG.142-143 JKT WOODSTOCK LIGHT - PG.142-143VEST ALPINSTAR - PG.140 JKT OXYGEN - PG.144-145MOUNTAIN WOMAN - JACKETS
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T-SHIRT MANDALA - PG.178-179 T-SHIRT MANDALA - PG.178-179

T-SHIRT ALOHA - PG.176-177

T-SHIRT ALOHA - PG.176-177 PULL ARIA - PG.181PULL IBEX - PG.180

PANT OXYGEN LIGHT - PG.170-171 TOP AFTER - PG.174MOUNTAIN WOMAN - LIFESTYLE TOP AMARILLYS - PG.175

PANT OXYGEN LIGHT - PG.170-171PANT ALPINSTAR LIGHT - PG.168-169 PANT ALPINSTAR LIGHT - PG.168-169PANT IONIC LIGHT - PG.166-167 PANT IONIC LIGHT - PG.166-167

PANT EXIT LIGHT - PG.164-165 PANT EXIT LIGHT - PG.164-165PANT WONDER MAGIC LIGHT- PG.162-163 PANT WONDER MAGIC LIGHT- PG.162-163PANT STYLE - PG.160.161
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JKT SHARK MAN - PG.204 SKYRUNNING WOMAN SHORT LIGHTNING - PG.206SKYRUNNING WOMANVEST FLASH - PG.203

SHORT AIR - PG.198 T-SHIRT FLASH - PG.201SHORT FLASH - PG.200 SINGLET THUNDER - PG.202SKYRUNNING MAN

PANT BERLIN LIGHT - PG.190PANT AFTER LIGHT - PG188-189 PANT ARIA LIGHT - PG.192-193 PANT ARIA LIGHT - PG.192-193

L/SHORT KIMERA - PG.187SHORT ARIA - PG.184-185 SHORT ARIA - PG.184-185

PANT AFTER LIGHT - PG188-189

DRESS KIMERA - PG.182 DRESS KIMERA - PG.182
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BRA LIGHTNING - PG.209

PACMAN VISOR - PG.221

ACCESSORIES

CRAZY CARBON SOCKS - PG.225

PANT MID PRESSURE - PG.208

NECK GUARD CRAZY - PG.220

JKT SHARK WOMAN - PG.213

CRAZY SOCKS - PG.224

T-SHIRT VOLTAGE - PG.211

CAP BRO - PG.223

BAND CRAZY DOUBLE - PG.218

TOP VOLTAGE - PG.210

PACMAN CAP RUN - PG.222

CRAZY BAND SHARP CUT - PG.217T-SHIRT SLASH - PG.212

CRAZY FAST BELT - PG.223

BAND GO - PG.219

SKORT VOLTAGE - PG207
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PH: OUTDOOR STUDIO



Crazy Idea srl
Via Lungo Adda V Alpini, 118 - 23037 Tirano (So) Italy 

tel. +39 0342 706371 - fax. +39 0342 711483
C.F. e P.IVA: IT00988040143

www.crazyidea.it


